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PREFACE
In July 2014, the Johannesburg Workshop in Theory
and Criticism (JWTC) and the Seminar in Experimental
Critical Theory (SECT) of the University of California at
Irvine convened on the theme of Archives of the NonRacial. Beginning in Johannesburg, speakers and participants undertook a two week long bus journey across
South Africa as they travelled through and lingered in
sites dense with anti-apartheid histories. The works
below offer diverse meditations on the encounters that
took place on and off the bus, as participants grappled
with the implications of the non-racial in South Africa
and beyond. There is also an archive of all the talks
kindly hosted on the UCHRI YouTube Channel.
The concept of a “mobile workshop” was first articulated by Leigh-Ann Naidoo. Drawn partly from her ongoing research on the politics of pedagogy in the works
of Steve Biko, Paulo Freire and various movements
dedicated to disentangling the power/knowledge knot,
she earnestly strove to translate it into a viable intellectual program. In this quest, “ the bus” acquired a particular valency both as a metaphor for a form of knowledge-in-motion and as a creative device that speaks to
historical experiences of displacement (the ship during
the Middle Passage; the freedom ride bus during the
Civil Rights movement in the United States) .
Following Michael Warner, we can also think of the
bus as a moving public; a mobile, enunciative space that
unsettles and synthesises the physical and discursive
terrains it traverses. In light of this, we have conceived
of this Volume as an Exhibition, which has allowed us
to suggest the genealogies, strategies and futures of the
non-racial as “entry”, “interpellation” and “circulation”.
Some of the works presented here are intimate reflections in the form of diary entries and poems, others

draw on the potency of the image, while still others seek
to frame the debates in essayistic terms. Guided by the
curatorship of SA Smythe, the works collected here affirm our engagement with the non-racial as both intellectual, political and affective.
This Volume is dedicated to Leigh-Ann Naidoo.

Megan Jones & Achille Mbembe
Editors
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THIS VOLUME
This volume of The Salon is an attempt to capture
some of the spirit of “Archives of the Non-Racial”, the
Mobile Workshop organized in 2014 by The
Johannesburg Workshop in Theory and Criticism
(WISER-University of the Witwatersrand) and the
Seminar in Experimental Critical Theory (SECTUniversity of California at Irvine).
Designed in the manner of an Exhibition, it has
been curated by Ayana Smythe, in collaboration with
our editorial team. It is itself an archival piece along
with many others that have been produced in the form
of vignettes, texts, images, sounds or videos by the participants themselves.
The Workshop was premised on the assumption
that historical struggles against racism have contributed to a deepening and universalization of some of the
key normative pillars of modernity, most notably freedom, democracy, and equality. Commitments to defeat
racism have largely been underpinned by some version
of the “human” and the “common”.
By the 19th-century, the “non-racial” emerged as an
intellectual, political, and ethical category, assuming
a variety of interpretations. Indexed to different intellectual, political and social contexts, at times the nonracial has stood for the idea of “a shared humanity”. At
others, it has gestured towards the idea of “abolition”.
Sometimes it has meant the erasure of “difference” and
its substitution by “sameness” alongside the commitment to a set of universal moral principles. During the
struggle against Apartheid, in particular, it became a
motivating force in global politics.
Abolition, colorblindness, racelessness, postraciality, anti-racism, anti-Apartheid, Black Consciousness
– the range of investments is signaled by the fact that
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the non-racial itself is ambiguous. It oscillates between
ignoring race (and so the structures of domination in
its name) and conceiving socialities outside the frame
of the racial.
Discourses of post-raciality have circulated widely
in the attempt to signal racism’s past, at once reordering racial expression and racist articulation for the current moment. In places such as Brazil and South Africa,
renewed debates on reparations, empowerment and
historical accountability have sought to undo the legacies of racism.
The Workshop spanned two intensive weeks of
lectures, seminars, public events, exhibitions and performances. Participants travelled to significant critical
sites in the history of South Africa’s notoriously racist past and its long-centuries of struggle against racism from the Freedom Charter, Treason and Rivonia
Trials to Constitution Hill, from Black Consciousness
and labor struggles to political resistance, the end of
Apartheid and its aftermath.
They spent long hours and many days in a bus. From
Johannesburg, they went to Swaziland and Durban.
Moving through huge swaths of the former homeland
of the Transkei, they visited Qunu, the burial place of
Nelson Mandela. They then proceeded to Ginsberg,
the resting place of the Black Consciousness founder,
Steve Bantu Biko before travelling to Cape Town where
Angela Davis gave a memorable public lecture attended by hundreds of people.
At each site, conversations were convened that explored the histories and legacies of racisms in these
particular places, posing these histories in relation to
broader conversations about the post-, non-, and antiracisms across relational global contexts.
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THE DREAM OF A WORLD FREE
FROM THE BURDEN OF RACE
Achille Mbembe
WiSER
Race has been a powerful, if destructive, force in the
making of the modern world. It has separated masters
from slaves, colonizers from colonized, settlers from
natives, citizens from subjects. In response, historical
struggles against racism and white supremacy have
contributed to a deepening of the key normative pillars
of the modern international order.
Various rights, including the right to self-determination, have been universalized. So have been core concepts of modern life such as freedom and justice, the
equality of all human beings, or the belief that political
power is meant to protect human life.
The persistent conviction that democracy is the
best form of realization of human freedom is owed in
no small way to the relentless critique of racial rule
by various abolitionist, anti-colonial and civil rights
movements.
The historical commitments to bring about a nonracial world have not only been underpinned by various
philosophies of redress and reparation. At their core
has also been some idea of a shared humanity.
Born out of the crucible of the struggle against apartheid, the idea of non-racialism is arguably one of South
Africa’s most potent contributions to modern political
thought and practice. At its most utopian, non-racialism gestures towards a future time when the structures
of racism will be thoroughly dismantled.
All forms of racial injury and trauma will be healed.
Race as a category of political organization and an
index of social identification will become irrelevant.

The distribution of the means of life and survival will
be made on a basis other than mere claims of descent.
Every human being will be recognized as a human
like any other human irrespective of the color of one’s
skin.
The humans will finally share the Earth with other
species, animal and organic.
The utopian imaginary of a world free of the burden
of race has powered the struggles of the oppressed since
the advent of the modern age. It was a crucial dimension of various slave insurrections in the New World,
including the Haitian revolution.
It gave meaning and purpose to the long and excruciating campaigns for the abolition of slavery in the 19th
century. It was also central to the decolonization struggle, the Civil Rights movement and some of the most
radical attempts at changing the world during the 20th
century.
As racism has kept mutating, so have forms of intersections between race, class and gender. Although local
in its manifestations, racism has always been a global
phenomenon and part of its persistence is a result of its
planetarization.
Furthermore, the force of racism in our world stems
from its capacity to mutate and to constantly reappear
in ever-changing forms in the most unexpected sites of
everyday life.
The weakness of most anti-racist struggles is the result of our inability to keep up with the mutating structures of racism and their virulence.
As racism worldwide takes on a genomic turn and
is now propelled by the war on terror, various anti-migratory policies, the resurgence of compensatory forms
of nationalism and mass incarceration, South Africa is
caught between various contradictory processes.

The first is the unilateral intellectual disarmament
undertaken by the ANC during the last decade. Twenty
years after the end of apartheid, this intellectual disarmament has paved the way to the capitulation of the
elites to the kind of bureaucratic instrumentalism that
now dominates public culture. As a result, it has been
unable to give any positive, future-oriented meaning
to the project of non-racialism since non-racialism is
meaningless in the absence of values.
To do so would have required harnessing the intellectual traditions and the cultural history of black people, as well as the articulation of an Afropolitan position
that could embrace those forms of white-African identity we need in the struggle for racial justice.
Having failed to turn white guilt into a moral debt,
the ANC has left the most reactionary sectors of white
society off the hook while chasing away those progressive and anti-racist whites who could have supported
the idea of a radical transformation of the society.
Meanwhile, reactionary and conservative forces
have co-opted non-racialism, which they now equate
with color-blindedness. They use non-racialism as a
weapon to discredit any attempt to de-racialize property, institutions and structures inherited from an odious past. Rather than thinking affinities, they invite
us to celebrate our differences, in an ironic twist that
tragically reveals the extent of apartheid’s posthumous
victory.
They also mobilize the discourse of non-racialism
in order to silence those who point to any trace of racism in the present, or call for some form of reparation
for the injustices of the past. Instead, they now pretend
that the government is practicing reverse racism in a
country in which not one single former oppressor lost a
cent as a result of the transition away from centuries of
spoliation and dehumanization.
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Non-racialism is also under attack from forces
which equate it with a politics of accommodation or
capitulation.
Indeed for many, non-racialism is nothing but the
ideological cover for the failure to address the inequities of the present. It is not different from earlier attempts at justifying unequal coexistence. Instead of
non-racialism, what is needed is a resolute anti-racist
politics.
And yet, properly understood, non-racialism is
not opposed to anti-racism. In fact, it is the necessary
supplement to all forms of anti-racism. It allows us
to project ourselves into the future in a way the presentism of our struggles hardly allows.
A proper non-racial project is not the equivalent of
color-blindedness. Under current conditions, colorblindedness simply means “keeping blacks in their
place”.
As Australian anthropologist Ghassan Hage argues,
non-racialism begins with the necessity of uprooting
racism from the sinews of the present. It implies depriving the racists in our midst of the power to externalize their racism. It requires that everything be done
in order to prevent the racists from successfully making the racialized hate themselves.
For it to succeed, the victims of racism must be supported and the troubling gaps in life-chances between
blacks and whites must be reduced. Those who have
been racialized and dehumanized must be empowered
so as to recover a modicum of self-agency and if necessary, the kind of healthy narcissism that has been
crushed during the long centuries of brutality.
Any effective policy to combat racial inequality today must confront the complex relationships between
race, class and gender in South Africa. But more importantly, it has to be future-oriented. An anti-racist
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politics that is simply preoccupied with the present is
always at risk of reproducing, in the structures of its
outcomes, the very racist terms it pretends to overcome.
The post-apartheid State has also fostered a normative project with the aim of achieving justice through
reconciliation, equality through economic redress, democracy through the transformation of the law and the
rehabilitation of a variety of rights, including the right
to dignity.
This normative project has been enshrined in a utopian Constitution that attempts to establish a new relationship between law and society on the one hand and
law and life on the other.
Yet, the project of non-racialism has lost much of the
aura it enjoyed during the struggle against Apartheid.
Furthermore, since 1994, scholars, writers, public
intellectuals, artists and activists have been drawing
our attention to the persistent nature of racial categories and structures of racism in the world.
They have highlighted the various ways in which,
because of their ever mutating nature, these structures
have been continuously shifting.
We now realize that there is probably more to race
than we had ever imagined.
New configurations of racism are emerging worldwide. Because race-thinking increasingly entails profound questions about the nature of species in general,
the need to rethink the politics of racialisation and
the terms under which the struggle for racial justice
unfolds here and elsewhere in the world today has become ever more urgent.
Racism here and elsewhere is still acting as a constitutive supplement to nationalism. How do we create a
world beyond nationalism?
Behind the veil of neutrality and impartiality, racial power still structurally depends on various

legal regimes for its reproduction. How do we radically
transform the law?
Even more ominously, race politics is taking a genomic turn.
In their attempts to explain human origins, to predict behavior or to cure or prevent diseases, evolutionary theory, genomics and neurosciences are re-racializing human difference.
Evolutionary metaphors and genetic determinism
are spreading far beyond their biological domains.
Current genocentrism operates as if genes acted
independently and were not in constant interaction
with each other and with the social and cultural environment in which they are embedded. As a result, the
social is being eradicated and human nature is being
biologized.
The human mind is reduced to nothing but the epiphenomenal expression of a biochemical brain process.
What was once part of culture is increasingly
naturalized.
Meanwhile, the line between body enhancement
and genetic enhancement is increasingly blurred. The
search for the beautiful nose, enlarged breasts, the appropriate jaw line and the beautiful face is fast turning
into the search for the beautiful race. In the process,
new categories of the normal and the abnormal are
produced.
In today’s hyper-marketized economy, the collection of high-quality human eggs is gaining steam. They
are bought and sold as part of a global demographic
race that operates as a back door for eugenism.
Framed within neoliberal individualism, this new
wave of eugenism is less about the culling of the unfit
and the selection for breeding of the fit than the creation of new genes and new qualities yet undreamed of.
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The patenting of genes continues unabated for the
profit of new biotech industries.
Entities hitherto outside commodity relations are
being drawn into the sphere of the market.
The body itself and its various parts, blood included, have become a form of capital that can be mined
to secure revenues. In its attempt to build a powerful
genomics medical industry, global capital is seeking to
capture property rights in the body and property rights
concerning information about the body.
At stake in the contemporary reconfigurations and
mutations of race and racism is the splitting of humanity itself into separate species and sub-species as a result of market libertarianism and genetic technology.
At stake are also, once again, the old questions of
who is whom, who can make what kinds of claims on
whom and on what grounds, and who is to own whom
and what.
In a contemporary neoliberal order that claims to
have gone beyond the racial, the struggle for racial justice must take new forms.
In order to invigorate anti-racist thought and praxis
and to reanimate the project of non-racialism, we particularly need to explore the emerging nexus between
biology, genes, technologies and their articulations
with new forms of human destitution.
The regimes of the racial in the making are part of
the ongoing cultural shift towards the values of neoliberalism, the deepening alienation from ourselves and
our increasingly commodified selves.
But simply looking into past and present local and
global rearticulations of race will not suffice.
To tease out alternative possibilities for thinking
life and human futures in this age of neoliberal individualism, we need to connect in entirely new ways the
project of non-racialism to that of human mutuality.

THE DREAM OF A WORLD FREE FROM THE BURDEN OF RACE

In the last instance, non-racialism is truly about
radical sharing and universal inclusion. It is about humankind ruling in common for a common which includes the non-humans, which is the proper name for
democracy.
In this sense, non-racialism is the antithesis of the
rule of the market. Left to its own devices, market libertarianism has led here and elsewhere in the world to
the domination of politics by capital. In turn, the domination of politics by capital has resulted in the waste
of countless human lives and the production in every
corner of the globe of vast stretches of dead water and
dead land.
To reopen the future of our planet to all who inhabit
it, we will have to learn how to share it again amongst
the humans, but also between the humans and the
non-humans.
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what do we owe each other?
Ruha Benjamin
Princeton

where are were going?
how long will it take?
what will we find?
are we there yet?
what do we owe each other
along the way?
questions of the bus
propel us on this mortal journey
through time.
my dad passed away
a few months before the bus
so he travelled with me
n posed his own questions along the way.
what is this journey, really?
smart people being smart,
creative people being creative,
activist people being active.
no, really.
what is this journey?
sa·cred
/ˈsākrid /
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joburg – swaziland – durban – qunu – ginsberg – cape
town
museum africa – house on fire – bat centre – sliding
rock – bikos grave – district six
< bantu steven bikos resting place >
there it hit me
how dirt becomes holy
rocks become reverent
intellectuals become pilgrims
when we honor the sacrifice
of this young man
who died for our freedom.
how does something
become sacred after all?
my dad insisted.
sac·ri·fice
/ˈsakrəˌfīs/
places
everyday places
turned sacred.
the graffiti-covered bridge in ginsberg
images of biko n malcolm n the panthers
transnational solidarity pouring out of paint canisters
the third class train compartment to kalk bay
where preaching patrons don’t wait for sunday
where the gospel according to stevie wonder
consecrated our commute
places
everyday places
transformed.

what do we owe each other?
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archives
it turns out
are not for preserving
but about giving things up
leaving us to figure out
if the sacred is potentially everywhere
brought to life by sacrifice
n if social change requires it…
what
now
do we owe each other?
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‘OUR’ ‘COMMON’ ‘HUMANITY’
Joshua Williams
University of California, Berkeley
In his lecture ‘Raceless Futures in Critical Black
Thought,’ Achille Mbembe argued that racism is a
question of surface – or, better, a pathological insistence that surface can signify. He drew on Fanon to
suggest that racist ideation arises out of the assumption that the epidermal, chief among many registers of
surface appearance, accounts in some lucid way – or
else can be made to account in some useful way – for
social and political disjunctions (see also Fanon 2008).
It follows that anti-racism should invest in what lies beneath, choosing depth over surface in order to contest
the specious claims that racism advances and the many
forms of violence that arise out of those claims.
One of the most powerful evocations of depth over
and against surface that anti-racism has at its disposal
is the claim that ‘we’ share a ‘common’ ‘humanity.’ The
profusion of inverted commas here is admittedly a little
absurd, but there seems no better way to indicate that,
while this phrase has an enormously important philosophical and political history, it carries with it an array of problems that cannot go unmarked. What sort
of community is envisioned by the first-person plural
‘we?’ What do ‘we’ within this community hold in ‘common’ and how is that holding-in-‘common’ socially and
politically organized? And what is meant by ‘humanity’
and its corollaries: ‘the human,’ ‘humanism,’ ‘humane?’
The anti-racist invocation of ‘our’ ‘common’ ‘humanity’ is evidence of a belief in – or more likely a
longing for – a state of being that is deeper than and
anterior to the imposition of race. If ‘we’ are all ‘human’
after all, then surely racism and racist violence are

illegitimate; it will not do for one ‘human’ to oppress,
exploit, torture, kill another. Consider the following
excerpt from Maisam Abumorr’s extraordinarily powerful essay ‘A question from Gaza: Am I not human
enough?,’ which was published online by Al Jazeera on
3 August 2014 after the latest round of Israeli incursions into Palestine:
I remember when I attended a three-day workshop
on international law and human rights by the ICRC
in Gaza, one of the attendees asked the trainer:
‘What do I do to be qualified to obtain those human
rights?’ The trainer replied without much thought:
‘Nothing. You should be a human, that’s all’.
The question now is, what am I supposed to do/
be to be qualified as a human? As far as I can
tell, I live like normal humans do. I love, I hate,
I cry, I laugh, I make mistakes, I learn, I dream,
I hurt, I get hurt, I love pizza, I watched Titanic
6 times, I have a crush on Bradly [sic] Cooper,
I get sick, I sometimes tell lame jokes to which
only I laugh and last time I checked myself
in the mirror I very much looked human.
(Abumorr 2014)
Abumorr’s enumeration of the qualities that mark her
out as ‘human’ turns quickly from ‘lov[ing],’ ‘hat[ing],’
‘cry[ing]’ to culturalist markers that seem calibrated to
induce the empathy of Western readers: ‘I love pizza,
I watched Titanic 6 times, I have a crush on Bradly
Cooper.’ Surely this is tactical; Abumorr is working,
after all, to destabilize the racist imposition of radical
otherness on the surface of her body as a Palestinian
woman, and to do that she’s chosen to appeal to the
‘common’ ‘humanity’ that binds her to members of

the international community. ‘Normal humans’ everywhere live the way she does, pizza and all. Even so,
note how her account of herself as a ‘human being’ rises
inevitably to the epidermal surface as other qualifications exhaust themselves. Ultimately, the only surety
she can offer is that when she checks in the mirror, she
‘very much look[s]’ – and yet is not, and yet can’t be
– ‘human.’
And yet is not, and yet can’t be. This is the political problem with ‘our’ ‘common’ ‘humanity.’ Being
‘human’ is a claim that must be adjudicated and can
therefore be denied. Abumorr has submitted her credentials for ‘human’ status. Those of ‘us’ who are empowered to do so are free to assess whether or not she
has enough in ‘common’ with ‘us’ to deserve ‘humanity’ and the privileges it confers. In part, as ‘A question
from Gaza’ makes clear, this is because the concept of
‘the human’ has become so thoroughly entwined with
‘human rights’ in contemporary discourse. A right
demands a guarantor. Whether that guarantor is the
divine or the sovereign or the law – all of which, as
Schmitt and others have intuited, are more or less politically equivalent (Schmitt 2005) – makes no difference. The politics of rights is the politics of an appeal
to power for recognition and protection – and, to the
extent that ‘the human’ has become subsumed into ‘human rights,’ ‘human beings’ have been reduced to legal
‘persons’ that are entitled to shelter in the arms of the
state and its surrogates. And yet, of course, the right
is not always honored, the sheltering arms not always
opened. As Orwell would have it, all of ‘us’ are ‘human’
but some are more ‘human’ than others (Orwell 1946).
Abumorr’s insistence that she ‘live[s] like normal humans do’ seems unlikely to put a stop to the genocidal
violence that makes and unmakes her world.
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‘You should be a human, that’s all.’ There’s something deeper than the politics of rights there. The ideological substrate of the ICRC trainer’s blithe insistence
on the ontological dimension (‘be’) of what might be
called ‘mere humanity’ (‘that’s all’) is likely the easy scientism to which many of these conversations about the
depth, as opposed to the surface, of ‘human’ being are
inevitably reduced. The same scientism runs beneath
Abumorr’s preoccupation with the ‘normal’ and her
ultimately taxonomic insistence that she ‘very much
look[s] human.’ Like an evolutionary biologist, she is
constructing species on the basis of resemblance. ‘We’
are all ‘human’ because ‘we’ look and act and live like
‘humans;’ therefore, ‘we’ are all members of ‘the human
species,’ ‘the human race.’ The most cursory appraisal
of the history of evolutionary biology and racial science
throws the surety of this proposition into radical doubt.
In fact, the reason that subaltern groups need to claim
‘humanity’ is that it has so often been denied them by
those who would seek to reduce their bodies and ways
of living to (perfectly scientific) examples of non- , suband in-‘humanity.’ An anti-racism that seeks too hastily
to embrace ‘our’ ‘common’ ‘humanity’ as the answer to
the divisive claims of racist thinking might very easily
slip into a new brand of scientism that takes at face value the species-making claims of contemporary biology
and genomics. Here I am thinking of Ruha Benjamin’s
lecture ‘Can the Subaltern Genome Code? Rethinking
Race, Science and Subjectivity,’ which showed the extent to which contemporary genomics, rather than unmaking racial categories, naturalizes them under the
unassailable sign of ‘our’ genetic code.
Of course, a politics can be built on unstable ground
and still be useful, even vital. The demand that those in
power recognize the ‘humanity’ of the oppressed and
the mutuality of much of their ways of living is, and will
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remain, an indispensable tool in anti-racist struggle.
The alternative – disavowing ‘the human’ altogether as
a category of political being – is almost impossible to
imagine. Terms like ‘the post-human,’ (and ‘the postracial’), especially when propagated by elite (white,
straight, male) social theorists seem to miss the point
– or, worse, to move the goal posts further down the
field just as subaltern people seemed poised to fully
achieve ‘humanity’ and perhaps ‘non-racialism’ for the
first time.
And yet. There are strands of ‘post-human’ thinking running through the work of feminist, queer and
anti-racist thinkers – like Haraway, for instance (e.g.
Haraway 2007) – that point toward other futures.
Perhaps it is possible to enfold ‘the human’ in larger
categories of being-in-the-world rather than disavowing it entirely. Clearly, this will require an approach to
the question of nature and the animal – a question that
is in fact always already there beneath the surface. In
‘A question from Gaza,’ after claiming that she ‘very
much look[s] human,’ Abumorr goes on to write ‘The
world accused me of terrorism just because I refused to
be killed like an animal. But, even an animal will fight
for its life’ (Abumorr 2014). This is an extraordinary
rhetorical and conceptual reversal, the note of derision
in Abumorr’s tone (‘even an animal’) aside. Like many
others before her, Abumorr has discovered what seems
to her to be a deeper layer of being that runs beneath
her ‘humanity.’ Even an ‘animal’ – even a being that
has not yet attained or can never attain the status of
‘human’ – ‘will fight for its life.’ Abumorr has not exactly claimed animality as the basis of her struggle for
life under occupation, and yet she cannot deny it. It is
deeper than she knew.
I want to suggest that invoking animality or beastliness as the grounds for the struggle against racism

“I want to suggest that invoking animality or
beastliness as the grounds for the struggle against
racism and other forms of oppression has a
great many intriguing – though of course not
uncomplicated – possibilities.”
and other forms of oppression has a great many intriguing – though of course not uncomplicated – possibilities. The first of these is probably obvious, given
what I’ve already discussed. The assumption of beastliness, of beastly subjectivity, when – and this is crucial – it emerges organically out of the political life of
oppressed people rather than being imposed on them
from on high, allows those who would engage in an
anti-racist politics to contest the very category of ‘the
human’ and its racializing logic of inclusion and exclusion. Can the traumas of being denied ‘human’ ‘personhood’ over and over throughout history give way
in oppressed communities to a positive embrace of the
non-‘human’ that will empower new forms of political
subjectivity not captive to Western ‘humanism’ and its
attendant racisms?
This prospect leads me to a second possibility that
emerges from a politics – or perhaps an anti-politics
– of beastliness. I’ve suggested the term ‘anti-politics’
because, as Derrida in particular has noted, the beast
is a priori beneath and outside of the law – or at least
beneath and outside of that brand of Western law that
is now hegemonic all over the world (Derrida 2011).
A non-‘human’ animal cannot be a legal ‘person’ and
therefore can only ever be an object, never a subject,
in the eyes of the state. This political disposition is
analogous – though not equivalent – to that of ‘human’ animals, like Abumorr, whose application for
‘humanity’ and its attendant rights has been denied, or
at least is still under review as the bombs continue to
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fall. Arendt’s question of what ‘human’ rights are worth
absent political rights seems especially salient here
(Arendt 1968). I would suggest, however, that at least
in this case her conclusion – that what is required is
a more robust politics – leads in the wrong direction.
If the law, the state, the economy fundamentally cannot take on board non-‘human’ beasts as subjects, then
the solution to the oppression of non-‘human’ beasts
is not to expand the law, the state, the economy with
dimly paternalistic promises of protections and rights,
but to imagine forms of social organization beyond the
law, the state and the economy. The ethical response
to what Agamben would call the production of ‘bare
life’ necessarily entails this type of (re-)imagining
(Agamben 1998). A beastly anti-racism would be an
anti-politics of anti-racism precisely insofar as it would
demand the dismantling of political structures that are
premised on the differential calculus of ‘human’ and
non-‘human:’ the continual, murderous distinction between those whose lives are worth defending and those
who are disposable.
The last possibility inherent in the assumption of
beastliness as the touchstone of struggle against racism
and other forms of oppression that I will mention here
is broader still. Now that global ecological catastrophe
is considerably more than an alarmist fantasy, thinking
across species lines is more urgent than ever – at least
if any of ‘us’ beasts are to survive. Here I think even the
historically useful distinction between non-‘human’
and ‘human’ animals begins to break down. In the
Anthropocene, all ‘animals will fight for [their lives].’
Imagining ways of living together, of bridging formerly
unbridgeable differences in the interests of life, will be
the most fundamental task of this troubled age. This
is not to say that all social and political struggles are
equivalent, or even that they are tactically similar. But

‘OUR’ ‘COMMON’ ‘HUMANITY’

they are – they must be – struggles for life. It is our
common task, perhaps now finally without inverted
commas, to determine what that means.
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READING THE QUEST FOR “THE
HUMAN” IN JOHN BERGER:
SCATTERED NOTES FROM THE
BACK OF THE MAGIC BUS
Jorge A. Campos
University of Chicago
On their side of the barricades it is already the future
John Berger wrote his novel G in 1972. This book
traveled with me to South Africa during the summer
of 2014, having actually become part of my library in
the winter of 2012 after the recommendation of a good
friend who had obtained a master’s degree in English
Literature. For no other reason I chose it as my bus
reading.
For Amazon.com reviewers, Berger wrote a simple
story, albeit elegant and insightful. The text narrates
the life of a British-Italian “Don Juan” who learned the
powers of the Simmelian stranger – as it were – and
harnessed them to seduce a number of women. It is
situated in Europe, at turn of the XIX century. Along
with Giovanni, the character that provides the novel
with a title, and Berger, as he intermittently makes
himself present throughout the text, the reader travels
through the 1898 workers revolt in Italy; through an
attack by Boer commandos of a British encampment in
the mountains north of the Great Karoo, Cape Colony,
in 1901; through the first flight across the Alps; through
the battlefields in the western front of the Great War…
This summary is accurate. But it does an injustice to
Berger and G. In describing, it distorts.
Berger’s topic is survival.
And so was ours.
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At the WiSER seminar room in Johannesburg,
Achille Mbembe’s talk on “Non-racial Futures in
Contemporary Black Thought” clarified to me the poignant interest of exercising a long lost faculty of our
intellect: the capacity to aspire. This year the JWTC
was concerned with flexing the atrophied muscle of
the imagination. It was about dreaming. But not in the
distant, monotonous, almost disembodied tone of our
mind abandoned to itself, as when it contemplates the
views of the African bush passing through the bus window. It carefully avoided fruitless reverie. Our work in
the JWTC consisted in drafting a futurology. Deeply
engaged with the present, it was about envisioning the
politics of the possible within the horizon of our times:
our rage, tears, laughter, love, mutual trust, witnessing,
listening, and certainly sacrifice, foreshadowed an ethics, a political ethics urgently needed if humans wish to
survive in the age of the anthropocene.
To the violence of circumstance, we chose to oppose
the violence of imaginative preoccupation.
Berger walked me to this conclusion. According
to my journal, the scribbles on my notebook, and the
small plastic blue post-its glued here and there on my
copy of G, the passages that I subsequently quote in
extenso were critical to my overall thinking about the
workshop. In citing Berger I wish not to sound pedantic. Rather, my intention is to exercise my own imagination, not only through an admittedly generous – and
perhaps somewhat idiosyncratic – reading, but also by
virtue of deploying a mode of attentiveness, a certain
sensibility, that I honed during this journey.

HISTORY
Arrival to Johannesburg. The Africa Museum.
Exhibition on photography during Apartheid. Why

gather us in South Africa? In Mexico, we are all mesizos. Race is over. Is it not? Talk to Fede, chat with the
Argentinean Prof. […].
Berger quoting Collingwood (p. 53):
“All history is contemporary history: not in the ordinary sense of the word, where contemporary history
means the history of the comparatively recent past, but
in the strict sense: the consciousness of one’s own activity as one actually performs it. History is thus the
self-knowledge of the mind. For even when the events
which the historian studies are events that happened in
the distant past, the condition of their being historically known is that they should vibrate in the historian’s
mind.”

THE PROBLEM
Border crossing into Swaziland. Many ways are there
to be ‘race’ (racialized?), only one to be white. Elliot’s
research on taxis, movement, and the queer subject supplements De Certeau nicely in this regard.
Roommate![…]
In a luxurious Milan restaurant, Berger (p. 61) makes
Umberto (Giovanni’s father, a rich seller of canned
fruit from Livorno) say to Laura (Giovanni’s mother
and Umberto’s mistress, a Fabian socialist):
“The problem of poverty! Umberto interrupts, repeating the words very loudly and laughing. In our country,
he says, poverty isn’t a problem. It’s a life. There is only
one way of being rich but there are a thousand ways of
being poor.”
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LOVE

WORDLESSNESS

House on Fire, Swaziland. Long day. From bananas to
intimacy and sex. Love emerges as intellectual framework. […] Language itself inflicts on us the wound of
race. If the non-racial is to be anything, it will be without words. Yet, racism is also affective: Dhammamega
dixit. […]Dinner. Goat canapés. Tjiaja: how is one to
make love political? Can we design public policy based
on love rather than rights? Entitlement? The duty of
mutuality: Kropotkin.

House on Fire. Swaziland. Roberta cannot help feeling enraged by the architect of Apartheid. Is rage another component of the list of intellectual frameworks
that we are drafting? We are listing frames to think
possibility. And all these frames must be wordless: besides love, we explored the potentiality of trust (Siva).
Wopko Jensma is proof of the power of wordlessness,
even if his medium is poetry. Helen: we must learn
to predicate on “we” without words. Achille Mbembe
calls this “the politics of form”. The cage of language
should not deceive us: the universal is affective.

Reflecting on how Giovanni, as a child, fell in love with
his governess, Berger (p. 36) writes:
“Being in love is an elaborate state of anticipation for
the continual exchanging of certain kinds of gifts. The
gifts can range from a glance to the offering of the entire
self. But the gifts must be gifts: they cannot be claimed.
One has no rights as a lover – except the right to anticipate what the other wishes to give. Most children are
surrounded by their rights (their right to indulgence,
to consolation, etc.): and so they do not and cannot
fall in love. But if a child – as result of circumstances
– comes to realize that such rights as he does enjoy are
not fundamental, if he has recognized, however inarticulately, that happiness is not something that can be
assured and promised but is something that each has to
try to find for himself, if he is aware of being essentially
alone, then he may find himself anticipating pure, gratuitous and continual gifts offered by another and the
state of that anticipation is the state of being in love.”

“If the non-racial is to be anything, it will be without
words.”
READING THE QUEST FOR “THE HUMAN” IN JOHN BERGER

Berger (pp. 66 – 67) narrates how the young Giovanni,
the morning after his parents met in Milan, left his
hotel alone to stroll around the city and how he found
himself in the midst of a workers strike turn violent.
It was May 5, 1898. In the turmoil, a group of boys
his age, who spoke only Italian (while Giovanni spoke
only English, having grown up under his aunt’s care in
Great Britain), aggressively grabbed him and interrogated him about his presence. Was he a spy? Giovanni,
Berger tells us, shook his head and shrug his shoulders:
“[…] So you are not Italian. They try to talk but the boy
understands nothing. The young man puts his arm
around the boy’s shoulders [Giovanni’s]. Within a few
seconds his whole attitude is reversed. If the boy cannot understand their language, he is immune to the
hypocrisy of deception of words and thus can be the
pure witness of their actions. The boy’s wordlessness
now appears to him, in an unclear paradoxical way, to
be comparable with the universality of the Revolution

in which he believes. He calls to his sister in a nearby
group of mill-girls: Come and meet our pulcino, he
says, Ecco il nostro pulcino.”

WITNESS
Movement. En route to Durban. After Swaziland’s oral
history session, I am afraid that suspicion was the substance of everyday life under Apartheid. Our dreaming needs to be grounded on this eroded land. We need
fertilizers for this dry historical soil. Francoise evokes
the importance of witnessing. Is this a way? Justice
demands judgment […].
On May 5, 1898, the Italian strikers advanced until the
cavalry charged; before that happened, Berger presents
to us the atmosphere (p. 68):
“The crowd see the city around them with different eyes. They have stopped the factories producing,
forced the shops to shut, halted the traffic, occupied the
streets. It is they who have built the city and they who
maintain it. They are discovering their own creativity.
[…] Of the reality of politics most of the crowd are ignorant. Politics are the means by which they are kept
suppressed and impoverished. Politics are the means
by which they are deceived and disarmed. Politics is the
State which oppresses them. In the heart of each there
is a desire to challenge the entire political armoury of
their oppressors with the single and simple weapon of
justice: the justice of their own cause, crying out to the
sky above Milan and to the future. Yet justice implies a
judge. And there is no judge and no judgment.”
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BARRICADES
Ginsberg. Steve Biko Center. We have to demonstrate
that racism is incompatible with the modern world,
with the world of the anthropocene. We need to insolently demonstrate this incompatibility. We need
to fracture the present and transform the racial into
past. Race must be pushed to the other side of the
barricade.
In Milan, on May 5, 1898, Berger (p. 71):
“At the barricades the pain is over. The transformation
is complete. It is completed by a shout from the rooftops that the soldiers are advancing. Suddenly there
is nothing to regret. The barricades are between their
defenders and the violence done to them throughout
their lives. There is nothing to regret because it is the
quintessence of their past which is now advancing
against them. On their side of the barricades it is already the future. Every ruling minority needs to numb
and, if possible, to kill the time-sense of those whom it
exploits by proposing a continuous present. This is the
authoritarian secret of all methods of imprisonment.
The barricades break that present.”

“This mountain in the middle of Cape Town is a wall. I
have seen this architecture before.”

township. I will go tomorrow. […]This mountain in
the middle of Cape Town is a wall. I have seen this architecture before. I have seen it on 67th street in south
Chicago where I was stopped by city police, forcibly
escorted back to the University of Chicago and invited
to “stick in the future to my area, north of 59th street”.
Remembering the husband of Giovanni’s aunt, an empire builder who died in battle in South Africa, Berger
reflects (p.101):

RACISM

“African civilization in South Africa was destroyed by
the Boers. The Boers colonized South Africa for the later benefit of the British. The British intermittently aided them in this colonization but the essential relation
between the colonizers and the colonized was created
by the Boers. Yet the Boers were themselves fugitives
– in both a geographical and a historical sense. They
defeated in the name of defeat. When, in the eighteenth
century, they began to penetrate into the High Veld,
they did so to escape the controls of the Dutch East
India Company in Cape Town, and as soon as they did
so, they regressed historically. They abandoned fixed
farms; they became nomadic herdsmen and hunters.

Johannesburg. David Goldberg warns that anti-racism bears with it the reproduction of racial thinking.
It shares the premises. […] Ginsberg. Ghassan: How
does one recover the minor realities that are lost with
racial thinking? Cape Town. […] I am being hosted
by Elliot’s friends, two anthropologists. One of these
girls has promised to put me in contact with a retired
transsexual sex worker who will take me to Gugulethu

“The Great Trek of 1835 which led the Boers into Natal,
the Transvaal and Orange Free State was a retreat from
the demands and disciplines in all spheres of social
activity – productive, political, moral – of nineteenthcentury Europe. Unlike other colonizers it could not
occur to the Boers that they were taking ‘civilization’
into ‘the dark continent’: they themselves were withdrawing from that ‘civilization’.
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“Their productive means were no more advanced than
those of the Bantu whose land they seized, whose crops
they burnt and whose herds they stole. Their fire-arms,
fast horses and wagons gave them the necessary tactical advantages. But they were incapable of exploiting
the labour force of impoverished squatters which they
created. With all their rights of mastery and property,
which they held to be sacred and God-given, they could
do nothing. They were impotent; and they were alone
among those whom they had uselessly defeated.
“In the rest of the world which Europe colonized, enslaved and exploited, native populations were massacred and destroyed (in Australia, in North America):
deported elsewhere (from West Africa as slaves): or
else they were accommodated within a moral, religious, social system which rationalized and justified
the colonizations (catholicism in Latin America, the
princely kingdoms and the caste system integrated into
the imperial rule of India). In South Africa the Boers
were unable to establish such a self-justifying ‘moral’
hegemony. They could accommodate neither victory
nor victims. They could draw up no treaty with those
whom they had dispossessed. There was no settlement possible, because they were unable to use what
they had taken. There was consequently less hypocrisy
or complacency or corruption among the Boers than
among other colonizers. But it seemed to them that the
existence of every African was an incitement to that
great black avenging which they continually feared.
And since no settlement was possible, the justification,
the explanation of their position had to be continually
reaffirmed through individual emotion. Day and night
every Boer had to insure that his feeling of mastery was
stronger than his fear. All that could relieve the fear
was hatred.”
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BORDER-SITUATIONS: HISTORICAL MEMORIES
OF APARTHEID-ERA SWAZILAND
Casey Golomski
University of the Witwatersrand // University of
Massachusetts Boston
Swaziland has a shadowed post-colonial history of
race, bound up in intricate ways with culture. Writing a
racial history of Swaziland represents a relatively new
historiography (Nyeko 2005), one that is complicated
but not impossible. Contemporary perceptions of ordinary Swazi citizens do not overtly register an enduring violent history of white racist colonial domination,
especially in comparison to powder-keg cases like
South Africa, Zimbabwe, the Democratic Republic of
the Congo, and Kenya. Yet, like Jemima Pierre shows
in her study of race in Ghana (2013), immaterial and
profoundly transnational forms of race play out in everyday life in post-colonial places like Swaziland even if
they are not always readily acknowledged or laid out in
claims for global political and economic inclusion. This
penumbral dynamism points to what Omi and Winant
(1994, cited in Pierre 2013:4) refer to in their concept
of racial formation or racialization, “a process that is
always historically situated,” and one “of racial categories and meanings as fluid, unstable, decentered, and
constantly transformed by changing historical, social
and political relationships.” This points to the evershifting ways that race comes to subtly characterize
ordinary lives.
This essay briefly considers how transnational
and historical processes of race with regards to South
African apartheid have played out in the memory of a
few contemporary Swazi, and how for the majority of
ordinary Swazi these memories are made opaque in the

“This essay briefly considers how transnational
and historical processes of race with regards to
South African apartheid have played out in the
memory of a few contemporary Swazi, and how
for the majority of ordinary Swazi these memories
are made opaque in the culture of their own ethnonational history.”
culture of their own ethno-national history. Indeed, to
read and write a post-colonial ethnic and racial history
of Swaziland that gives undue weight to South Africa’s
racial history would miss the complexity of this particular social world and its multiple global constitutions. This case speaks to me as one evincing a “border
situation” for ordinary Swazis, one where the collective
memory of apartheid traces toward a psychic, bodily, and geographic border, but one that pushes back
against practices of mass reflection or reconciliation
for South Africa and its place in Swazi history. Case
material derives from my own ethnographic research,
conversations, and experiences with ordinary yet cosmopolitan and mostly non-progressive Swazi (i.e., not
actively involved in state protest or a quest for a political revolution) from 2008 onward, as well as documentation of a public roundtable called “Swaziland: A
Place of Refuge from Apartheid” at House on Fire in
Malkerns in July 2014 as part of the Johannesburg
Workshop on Theory and Criticism’s (JWTC) program
“Archives of the Non-Racial.”
Karl Jaspers’ (1919) notions of die Grenze and grenzensituation is useful to think about this conjuncture
of geography, history, culture, and memory. Jaspers’
philosophy of religion and humanism centers on the
notion of “the limit” (die Grenze), that which presents
itself as a phenomenological affront to our subjective
flourishing which we come to recognize and over which

we feel a sense of ambivalence. It is a limit we recognize
that defines and curtails us when it becomes apparent
that a particular situation in which we find ourselves is
one for which we are unprepared (or “unconditioned”
in his terms) to work through. However, this recognition of limit is one where new forms of self-consciousness and self–realization become possible. Grenze also
translates as border, frontier, or edge, thus the psychic twins to the geographic when conceptualized on a
broader, indeed transnational scope.
The border between Swaziland and South Africa in
post-independence Swaziland represents diverse ambiguities and scales of self-other recognition that were
simultaneously racial, sexual, gendered, national, and
cultural. Membership and identification within these
two groups—South African or non-Swazi and Swazi—is
fluid, yet difference and distinctions rendered between
them are marked by mutuality and circumspection.
While siSwati is recognized as an official language of
South Africa and the nation has many citizens, South
Africans tend to see Swazis as country-bumpkin types.
Majority Swazi perceive South Africa as a criminally
dangerous place that is also resourceful for work opportunities and advanced healthcare (Simelane and
Crush 2004). Historical, geopolitical-economic forces
have structured peoples’ movement or aspirations for
movement across this border, largely pulling Swazis
into South Africa in migratory systems of wage labor
and pushing South Africans into Swaziland seeking
alternative political, social, and moral livelihoods beyond the former apartheid state. While the border has
been highly porous in practice throughout the twentieth century, for majority Swazi the collective memory
of South Africa’s apartheid regime and those moving
into Swaziland because of it evoke conceptual ambivalence for this “border” or “limit” which also speaks
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to a broader self-consciousness and realization as an
ethno-nation.
Swaziland’s socio-historical origins and further integration as an ethno-national polity unfolded from
the mid-nineteenth century onward in collusive projects of the Dlamini, Ndwandwe, and Matsebula clans,
amongst others, with the British against neighboring
groups. This alliance was also continually remade in
contradistinction to encroaching Dutch-Boer settlers.
Passing subsequently through a violent period of expropriation in land concessions by these settlers at the
turn of that century (Bonner 1983), the British negotiated colonial protectorate claims over the Swazi to prevent the polity’s incorporation into the Transvaal and
emerging Republic of South Africa. Through a cultural
“triumph of tradition” (MacMillan 1985) cohered by in
the political and economic tactics of the Dlamini royalists house, and riding the concurrent continent-wide
wave of decolonization, Swaziland became an independent state as a “kingdom” under Sobhuza II in 1968.
It was around this time also that racial discrimination
was legally abolished by the state, “largely a diplomatic
gesture necessitated by the local and contemporary
political climate as well as changing international relations… including developments in the Union/Republic
of South Africa” (N. Dlamini 2007). Race as a force
and process continued (and continues) to structure the
lives of ordinary Swazis from the mid twentieth century
onward in overt and covert ways.
Across the border in South Africa at that same time,
political, economic and educational life was difficult for
ethnic Swazis in and around the eventual KaNgwane
bantustan (MacMillan 1988) and of course for majority
Africans who were classified as black and in all ways
inferior by the Nationalist Party’s apartheid system of
racial domination. Scholars have shown the intensive
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mobility of Swazis in their movement across the border
into South Africa due to extractive capitalist regimes
of migrant labor up until the neoliberal present (Crush
1987, Simelane and Crush 2004, Hickel 2012). For
many South African political oppositionists, including
famous figures like Oliver Tambo, Ruth First, Desmond
Tutu, Phindile Mfeti, Chris Hani, Winnie MadikizelaMandela and Nelson Mandela, Thabo Mbeki, and
Jacob Zuma, their traffic over the border was done out
of necessity and fear for of their own and families’ lives
as they engaged in the struggle against the state. In
Swaziland they undertook underground military training, communication networks, and tactical operations.
The private school in Mbabane, Waterford Kamhlaba,
became a haven for elite oppositionists’ children in
education and social reproduction, and for many more
less-famous activists’ children, the Catholic Salesian
school in Manzini.
The historiography of apartheid-era Swaziland
has thus far privileged macro-level, progressivist, and
statist perspectives on the role of Swaziland in the
struggle, claiming that Sobhuza II, the interregnum
Liqoqo (1982-1986), and his successor and son Mswati
III willingly co-opted themselves and their police and
military forces to the Nationalist Party as it snuffed out
activists. It is unquestionable that the Swaziland Royal
Police force under direction from several state figures
engaged in concerted interrogations, abductions and
assassinations of ANC operatives or sympathizers from
the late 1960s-1980s (Simpson 2009, 2012, Masilela
2007, Daniel 1984 cited in Nyeko 2005). But according
to eminent Swazi historian and bibliographer Balam
Nyeko (2005: 25) “these evidently sour relations to
which critics… drew attention were, however, largely
a reflection of the interim Swazi state’s hostility to the
[ANC] rather than that of the ordinary Swazi.” Indeed,

Ellen Mary Magongo’s (2009) magisterial overview of
the kingship’s transition period from the 1970s-1980s
shows how state politics were the more immediate,
consuming concern for the nation at large. The critical
history of apartheid-era political mobility and memory from the perspective of “the ordinary” is only just
emerging in public history forums like South African
History Online, works like Number 43 Trelawney
Park: kwaMaGogo (Masilela 2007), and in social media. Likewise, the ethnography of Swazi collective or
personal memories about apartheid is inchoate.
My own ethnographic research in Swaziland has
not explicitly focused on apartheid era memories, but
I see there to be very little everyday conversation or
public discourse about the political lives of exiled or
underground South Africans in Swaziland between the
1960s and 1990s. In my collection of almost three years
daily field-notes, a search for the word “apartheid” only
turned up three times in unsolicited repartee. Two examples follow.
*
A Coca-cola can gets crushed under the weight of
Vusi’s foot on the accelerator. Wrappers, receipts and
other trash jostle around on the dusty floor of the lorry, and he flashes an open-smile as we bottom out in a
pothole on the paved roads of Matsapha. This 35-year
old father of three daughters commutes 3-hours a day
from his parental countryside home in the south to
work as a welder on equipment used by the Ministry of
Agriculture. “I don’t remember much about apartheid.
That was a South Africa thing. We didn’t see much of
that happening. I remember though when Sobhuza
died. They made my mothers shave their heads. They
had to wear the grass plaited hats and ropes around
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their waists for one year in mourning.” We drove on as
Vusi further explained the national public mourning
rites for the king of bodily comportment and the notable long-term suspension of national radio broadcasts
and programming, supposedly out of silent deference
for his death. 4 May 2011
*
George is a white man from Canada who served
as a volunteer in the late 1980s. “I liked Swaziland
so much I came back after a year back home [1989].
That’s where I met my wife Mavis. We were at a dance
at Ngwane Teachers’ College. They had many parties there in those days. Mavis is a colored woman,
but you know it is not how we use the word colored
in Canada. She is actually a Zulu. Her father was a
colored man and her mother was a Zulu. They came
here from South Africa because it was better here than
there with that apartheid stuff. They came here and
got some land around Nhlangano, so they were set up.
I met her that night and the rest is history. We started
out with nothing. At one point, she was baking sweets
at home just over here next door to where we live, and
I would walk out and delivery the sweets in boxes to
different places in town. We didn’t even have a car,
not a cent. Then about 10 years ago or so, we had a
calling. It was the word of God that led us to open this
new business.” 6 April 2011
*
Enveloped in the particular memories of ordinary
Swazi (and or those who became ordinary citizens) are
remnants of apartheid’s influence. Not overtly registered in experience at the level of political discourse,
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nor directly felt on the felt surface of a body, the violence of apartheid is less concrete, an indirect line that
winds into everyday livelihoods and concerns for local social reproduction. Indeed, George’s in-laws’ desire for interracial marriage and flight from the South
African state’s Immorality Act was a prevalent theme
that came out three years later at the JWTC roundtable
in Malkerns. The participants were carefully chosen
for the event, being knowledgeable about political oppositionists and activists’ movements across the border to this “place of refuge” or having been involved in
the struggle on the Swaziland side themselves. In some
sense then, these people were not “ordinary Swazis”
given their progressivist pasts, but their memories and
past actions are nonetheless constitute the broader social world in which both ordinary and extra-ordinary
people dwell. Their narratives were meant to contribute
to a public history event, and they did indeed provide a
wealth of oral history data on apartheid-era Swaziland.
Yet, in complex, fascinating, and agonistic ways, the
narratives did not evince a uniform structure or storyline. Several lines of discussion amongst participants
were uneasily accusatory or blameful across racial,
biracial, and class lines. Questions about the essence,
function, and manipulation of “culture” in history and
memory came to the fore, which, I contend, point to an
ambivalence and dynamic of self-consciousness characteristic of a “border-situation.”
The following quotes and notes reflect the sporadic
nature of the participants’ publically narrated memory
and are preserved in this way to shore up memory’s
geographic and historical situatedness, as well as to enrich the public archive of apartheid-era memory.
*

Ray Berman is 73 years old, a self proclaimed hippie who laughingly admitted he didn’t know much
about this whole apartheid affair on the Swazi side
from smoking a lot of dagga and otherwise just enjoying life in a “peaceful” country. He came to Swaziland
in self-exile in 1966, as “a refugee from jazz,” “a beatnik” who was musically active at the time, and hence
with people of the “wrong color.” Previously harassed
and arrested for performances and leisure with black
South Africans in and around District 6, he left when
he saw the neighborhood destroyed. He moved to
Swaziland nearby Lobamba, not knowing it was an
area of royal residencies. One day while high on dagga, he ventured down from the place he stayed and
was caught up with several warriors who initiated
him into the emabutfo regiments through butseka
rites and renamed him Mahlekahlatsini, “laughing
in the bush,” a colloquialism for a man with a beard.
There he saw also Sobhuza. “I was naïve,” he laughed
in retelling this story. “1966 was the eve of Swazi
independence, but blacks were still not allowed in
Mbabane social clubs,” which became “beneficiaries of
the South African cultural boycott” by hosting artists
like Thelonius Monk, Eartha Kitt, Eric Clapton. It was
a lively scene.
“Some young people sometimes came by my place
near Mlilwane in the 1960s and 1970s” who were involved with the ANC. “They rented my cottage, and at
night they would shovel up and hide their guns. Those
kids went on to blow up SASOL and rail-way lines
in Orlando East, and then eventually got blown up
themselves.” “I was a person of interest of the Royal
Swazi Police” who came to inspect his place, but felt
his overall experience was benign. Rounding off his
introduction, he said he met one of the early Peace
Corps Volunteers in the 1960s who had done a study
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on prostitutes in Swaziland. He laughed and agreed
with what she wrote as a conclusion: that these women deemed “prostitutes” were actually in love with the
men they went with at the time. “They gave each other
things man, they loved each other.”
*
Peter George is another older white man who
came from England at Swazi independence to find a
friendly country to live in and stay as a farmer. “The
Swazi were very welcoming to strangers. Because of
apartheid, people came to Swaziland to do what they
couldn’t do or what they were forced to do. People
were fleeing political oppression and immorality act.
I was never an activist and never actively involved
in helping anyone. If people came, I didn’t ask why
they were here nor where they went. Some went on to
Mozambique. There were respectable females coming
from South Africa into Swaziland who were harassed
by the South African police and would be put in jail
for several nights. I remember once [trade union activist] Alex Moumbaris and two whites escaped from
prison in Pretoria, the [Swazi] army mistook me for
Moumbaris. They came with bayonets, asking me
who I was, and I was later called by the Swazi police
and interrogated about him when he had had actually
fled to Botswana. Another time, a man came with a
khombi came asking to park his car once or twice a
month at my farm. I said okay, and he would park
it there regularly, like other ANC probably did. The
South African police moved freely in Swaziland, socially but not officially, and they regularly drank with
us at the bars.
“I came to Swaziland as a single man and went
around to the pubs and central hotel. The most
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notorious was Mantenga Lodge, run by Mrs. Thash
from Scotland. The bar man was Reuben and
dressed traditionally. Jock was also Scottish served
drinks dressed in a kilt. The Swazi girls there spoke
German because they met the white South Africans
and Europeans who came across the border to sleep
with women here. There were less Afrikaners. “There
was no peer pressure and things were very free and
open. The girls might be taken to jail for a night and
went back next week.” I met and married a woman
in Swaziland who was from Soweto. We went to get
married at district office, but someone stopped us saying they needed permit from deputy prime minister.
That was in 1980 and I think they were in collusion
with the South Africans to stop interracial marriage.
I dreamt the impossible dream with her, like Wopko
Jensen says in his poetry.
“There were other memories too. I went to my
mother-in-law’s funeral in Soweto. We rode to funeral
in my brother-in-law’s car. There was a bakkie that
appeared and white soldiers came out and infiltrated the funeral procession. My brother-in-law said it
was intimidation. I was once at another funeral in
Alexandra outside Johannesburg for one of my wife’s
distant relatives. I went there with my wife and children where it was held at a church. At the point where
the coffin was carried out, someone there called me
called me a family member. I’ll never forget how I
was the only white man at that funeral. Once, while
travelling in Tanzania, I ended up in prison. It was a
German prison. I demanded to see high commissioner
so as to get out. I was lying in there on a doormat.
Someone came up to me and took my hand, which felt
special. Europeans don’t do that. The man was a senior prisoner from the war, and you know there were
PNC and ANC training camps there. He told me “don’t

speak Afrikaans if you can.” If other prisoners or people heard that, they might beat him. That was when I
felt humanity. I met my wife in the Johannesburger,
a hotel that had people from all over who intermix
among races. I was seeing a show called Iphi Intombi.
My wife was in the first cast, and I met her at the cast
party”.
*
Swazi heritage specialist Bob Forrester notes that
Sobhuza’s traditionalism was coterminous with PanAfricanism continentally, and Swaziland became an
effective “haven of peace” for Southern Africans across
color lines. The image of peacefulness combined with
sexualized ecological fantasy of an idyllic, exotic African
space, one that is heavily promulgated even today by
the kingship and its parastatals that animates perceptions of the kingdom (Cook and Hardin 2013). This image, structured itself by white newcomers’ prejudicial
views and economic privilege, drew many people like
Peter and Ray across the border. This mix included a
large group of white hippies, vacationers, and visitors
seeking apartheid-outlawed gambling and sex with
African women. These two now-Swazi men’s memories
represent a particular gendered-sexualized experience
of privileged white liberalism, but must not be read
as inauthentic or disingenuous for they are born out
their embeddedness in a localized, racialized, transnational history. Their consistent reaffirmations that
sex with local women and penchant for local drug use
was couched in a jovial laughter that spoke to realizations of interracial love and intimacy, and for many of
the workshop participants the unequal mutualities of
sex between white men and black women. I suggest it
points too to what Herzfeld (2005:3) calls as “cultural
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intimacy,” a “recognition of those aspects of a cultural
identity that are considered a source of external embarrassment but nevertheless provide insiders with their
assurance of common sociality.”
South African anti-apartheid activists both white
and black were also part of this influx, including, by the
mid 1970s, whites from Mozambique fleeing the civil
war. In Swaziland they would meet a small group of
extra-ordinary Swazis originally born in the kingdom
who were sympathetic to and aided the struggle. The
two panelists speaking from this vantage point, both
women, were Glenda Stephens and Dolores Godeffroy.
*
Glenda Stephens was born in Swaziland, as was
her mother. “Swazis are peaceful and this is known as a
peaceful country. I joined the Swaziland Broadcasting
Service in 1973 as a journalist. I’ve worked with Parks
[Mangena] here too. With that job I wrote the English
bulletin for the morning new service. You had to come
in and update it at 3AM before the morning reading, so we would stay up all night at a spot called the
Penguin Club.” Tying into the mentioned musical interests of Ray, “there were local artists there too like
Mara Louw and Thandi Klaasens. It closed at 3AM
and then we’d go down to the Royal Swazi Casino and
ate at Planters restaurant. We’d have eggs, bacon and
wine and then go back to do the morning news reading. I’ll tell you that a sip of Bailey’s sorts the voice out
for the morning news reading! In Swaziland, I was
unaware of most of what happened during apartheid.”
“We were here and we were Swazi.” “We lived in an
atmosphere of ignorance and suspicion. If you weren’t
outwardly racist, it was more tricky, and you always
had to be conscious of who you were talking to.” “As
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a voice in the media, and one who was not overtly
aligned with apartheid ideals, the late 1970s and early
1980s became a difficult time for me. Chris DuToit and
Dirk Coetzee once burst into my home in the middle of
the night and hauled me out of bed. They talked me up
and tried to get me to spy for South Africa. I was terrified. I never told anyone about it until much later.” I
saw one of them later on in South Africa and thought
he recognized me as I did him.
“In the 1980s I started a magazine called Swazi
Life. The atmosphere then was tricky because of
the change in national leadership. There were palace coups going on at the same time as the escalation of conflict in Mozambique and South Africa.
The Komati Accord started kicking some people
out of Mozambique too. At the Swazi Life team we
had a graphic artist named Daniel Schneider from
Switzerland. We had regular raids at the magazine
offices on Thursday nights. Peoples’ houses were shot
up. The local authorities were unwilling or unable to
intervene. One day, one of our advertising ladies who
was also an ANC cadre came in and told us that Dani
had been raided. We went there and found the place
a total wreck. These tips the police were going on
about safe houses in Swaziland were sometimes two
years old! Dani was held in Pretoria with his fiancée
for 3 weeks and we had had no information on their
whereabouts. I was threatened again not to publish
anything about the raid and anything else seemingly
circumspect or about being spied on. I was targeted
for being a sympathizer with activist South Africans. I
was a wreck in being followed by unmarked cars and
the continual office break-ins. I eventually went to the
head of Swaziland’s security forces to complain about
this pressure. They assured me that they would look
out for me. Three days later, I went to work and from

the office window I saw men spying on us from the
rooftop of the building across the street. I was terrified, but when I contacted Swaziland security again
and looked more closely, I saw it was Titus [Msibi, the
police commissioner]!”
*
Dolores Godeffroy is restauranteur, businesswoman, and indigenous knowledge specialist. “I have
heavy stuff with the British, and a lot of it. You’ve got
to know that the Royal Swazi Police was in support of
apartheid in a very big way. Freedom fighters were
picked up and carried across the border by the police.
I was born in southern Swaziland. The British never
allowed mixed marriages here in Swaziland and that
only came about during independence. The 1960s and
1970s were hell for people involved in anything with
apartheid.” The South African government constantly
advised the Swaziland government. Sobhuza was a
member of the ANC, but when the chips were down
he had to go with the apartheid plans. The local police
were totally pro-apartheid.
“I used to run a restaurant called Ekhwezi. The
white people called it “ANC headquarters.” Eugene
DeKock even came into my place once demanding to
see these ANC people. I’ve had 13 police raids on my
place. In one of those raids they burned all of my books.
The police put out a warrant for my arrest once, but
I had gone on holiday. I married an American man,
and when they did turn up to arrest me, my husband
helped. He put them up to the law saying that because
I was a married woman to him, I was his legal minor.
They were unable to arrest me then. I protected lots of
people involved in Umkhonto weSizwe and who dealt
in arms, and the Swazi police gave me hell for it.
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“There is no freedom in this place. We can’t be
superficial. There is no peace in this place. Just look
at this claim made here tonight about the rights
of a black woman to sleep with a white man. From
abroad, Judge David Cohen from South African ordered that half-racial Swazi children should be identified as non-residents.” The South Africans had a hard
time trying to nail down these freedom fighters. The
South African government had a hard time trying
to differentiate people based on their surnames, like
Nxumalo. “I knew cadres who died in jail because of
the police. I knew one man who was taken from Pine
Valley to the Gege police station. When the Swiss government got involved, they dumped him naked in the
woods. DeKock should stay in jail because people have
suffered. We cannot walk around being angelic when
people have been evil. People must pray for what
they’ve done. Racism is a culture that still exists here.
When it is a white woman sleeping with a black man,
it is sacrilege, the ultimate of all evil. I know how a
few children of mixed race from a white woman and
a black man had to put their hands on the bible of the
Dutch Reformed Church and pray for themselves. This
was the beginning of OVC [orphaned and vulnerable
children] before HIV. You need dignity before economy and history gets buried. We Swazis are not like
Sotho. We like to be happy rather than have historical
dread. We have a king, but it’s like our cocaine or a
tranquilizer. It makes us superficially happy.”
*
The women’s stories crossed against the narrative line
of the first two panelists, and fly in the face of the idea
of respite and the Bacchanalian. Both mention peacefulness as a characteristic of the people and place,
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something echoed in the first panelists’ stories. This
was also what most Swazis tell non-Swazi visitors and
what I’ve been told too on many occasions. But the
women then powerfully contradict this characterization in their stories of violence. Glenda appeared more
ambivalent about this contradiction than Dolores, who
was more than outright in her statement that happiness and peacefulness under king’s state were druglike inductions. Peaceful cultural identity, cast down in
the articulation of violent memory, presents itself as a
border upon which a person perceives her or himself
in history. This recognition of the border is a situation
that shores up a sense of ambivalence, of contrasting
value and polarity that both women spoke to. These
women are not so ordinary for they eventually engaged
in concerted efforts as part of the struggle in harboring activists or progressive sentiments, but that which
would render them ordinary, namely their everyday
practices of social reproduction—food preparation,
consumption, leisure, friendship, routines of worklife,
marriage, and sex—are pushed to the physical limits of
possibility, indeed, to the limits of life and death.
The border-situation appears in this contradiction:
why say it is a peaceful place of peaceful persons when
it was not during apartheid? Why ensconce these memories in such a frame, only to subsequently unmoor
them? What psychic, social and geographic limit is
reached in such an articulation, and at this limit what is
then construed in narrative about the self and nation?
Dolores likewise pushed the limits of the interracial
question to the fore. Thus far the only person of color
to speak, she shot back at Ray and Peter’s interracial
sexual egalitarianism, saying that black men rather
than black women, and white women rather than
white men, faced great hostility from the social world
at large: communities, churches, and the state in and

“Peaceful cultural identity, cast down in the
articulation of violent memory, presents itself as
a border upon which a person perceives her or
himself in history. This recognition of the border is
a situation that shores up a sense of ambivalence, of
contrasting value and polarity…”
outside of Swaziland. Collapsing an almost fifty year
gulf in history, she tied the contemporary blight of children fostered or orphaned due to HIV/AIDS—defined
by both local and global health, humanitarian and development entities in the nation as OVC or orphaned
and vulnerable children—to the blight biracial Swazi
children faced in a racialized society.
Her swelling criticism brought up a particular counterpoint from the audience, the “indigenous prophet,”
lecturer, and author Joy Ndwandwe. Ndwandwe recently published a thick hermeneutic about Sobhuza’s
religious and political philosophy based on many interviews with his advisors and confidents, and was quick
to defend what was read as an unfair criticism of the
late king. She took the microphone several times, and
this narrative represents the whole of her public comments that evening.
*
For my book, I interviewed Pik Botha who was a
former friend of Sobhuza. I asked him, “did Sobhuza
sellout during struggle?” Very strongly, Pik says “no.”
Sobhuza made sure Swazis had the economic benefits
they did and were able to enjoy during they (sic?)
apartheid struggle. There is no struggle without a
sell out. Every struggle has sell outs, sex, and casualties. We are all casualties. If you are a Swazi child
and went to school with colored children, you know
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that there was a buffer system. There was definitely
preferential treatment for some members of the community. I am an African and we all contributed to
the struggle. The police did not do us justice, but the
police have other stories about how people sold out.
The South African National Heritage Council wanted
to do Swaziland stories too for their projects, but of
course it breaks down with egos and other matters.
The struggle is collective.
*
Later in the session she reiterated the Pik Botha interview as evidence that Sobhuza’s relations with
the apartheid state was complex, a point developed
elsewhere in the critical histories of apartheid-era
Swaziland. Her comments steered the narrative line
back to a singularity of a Swazi experience and memory
of the past, and one that could easily re-align with the
narratives of ethno-national singularity as ramped up
by and identified with Sobhuza in the wake of colonialism. There was some validation of Joy’s perspective
in another speaker, faculty member in history at the
University of Swaziland, Nhlanhla C. Dlamini.
*
There were various responses to apartheid in
Swaziland, and of course there is anger for those
who lost relatives in the struggle here. I interviewed
a person from here who went to the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission to testify about the loss and
that one said the family of the deceased felt mocked in
the process. Swaziland’s role is complex and there are
a lot of contradictions. There is betrayal and there is
selling out. That is a two-sided coin. The 1950s-1960s
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grabbed the world’s attention, and the experience of
some Southern African nations is not equivalent to
others. The liberation of some is more traumatic than
others. The conditions for Swaziland’s involvement in
the struggle started early on in the 1910s. Those were
the early days of the ANC, then the SANNSC. Swazi
leaders like Queen Mother Labotsibeni were involved.
She contributed 3000£ sterling to the ANC to set up
a printing press to publish The Bantu, which helped
popularize the ANC message. Swaziland’s involvement started in solidarity with black South Africans
especially because they both experienced histories of
land loss and were seeking restoration.
*
Dlamini’s own research centers on racism in Swaziland,
and, as always, was a font of rich personal experience
and historical qualification. His point was in some
ways a counterbalance to the more critical one, in the
case of Dolores, but it was also a move toward nuance
and toward a kind of historical, if not political redemption of the ordinary. Others have pointed to the longer
history of support by members of the royal house to the
ANC, (Simpson 2009, 2012, Nyeko 2005), but narratives that imbricate ordinary people are important because they do not overtly privilege a particular political
ideology, class position, or gendered perspective. Of
course, this is not to denounce the near salvific work
of those involved in the struggle in Swaziland, but we
are only now uncovering or documenting how this happens in the everyday and for the ordinary. How were
mundane practices of ordinary women, children and
older adults shaped by these indirect lines of apartheid
in Swaziland, or how did these people shape these lines
for their own purposes? If majority Swazis were (or

are) not overt political progressives, what sorts of concerns and aspirations otherwise guided their actions in
the apartheid-era social field?
One could conceptualize the “ignorance” of apartheid—mentioned by Glenda and evident otherwise in
the non-articulation of apartheid-era memories—as
fearfulness, in that speaking out against racist or statist policies would lead to self-compromise. I am not
denying that this is not a reality, as political opposition to the state is effectively banned in Swaziland and
violently so. Ignorance of these forces could also be
seen as mindless idiocy. This potential line of thought,
however, problematically parallels existing arguments
that construe majority Swazis’ own acceptance of or
non-revolution against the statist powers of absolute
monarchy as blind faith, a drug-induced or trance-like
state, or near-total hegemony.
I advocate for something beside this line of thought,
somewhere between the dichotomy of sheepish passivity or complicity and protest or political action, a place
within a horizon of possibilities that accounts for sociohistorical situatedness and work that sustains everyday
life. This is an inclusive approach, one that shores up
forms of relatedness and their contingencies, one that
gives an account to a-political and political inter-subjectivities, and one that rethinks “ignorance” not as
disavowal of racial politics but one of self-recognition.
In such border-situations, one experiences the limits of actionable possibility, namely a limit of agency,
but also recognition that one’s place and sense of self
in the world is particular and born out amongst others
who have their own subjective range and limits. This
is an approach I take to try to gives ethical weight to
those who did not or could not know about know or
act directly against apartheid, but whose memories
are nonetheless continually productive of sociality,
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culture, and history. It is an approach that accounts for
a persons with subjectivity who are “at once a product
and agent of history,” sites “of experience, memory,
storytelling and aesthetic judgment,” and agents “of
knowing as much as of action; and the conflicted site
for moral acts and gestures amid impossibly immoral
societies and institutions” (Biehl, Good, and Kleinman
2007: 14).
We glimpse this recognition of situatedness, with
its ambiguities and ambivalence in Dlamini and
Ndwandwe’s narratives (also B. Dlamini 2007). Life
during this time was a “two-sided coin,” that there
were good people who “sold out,” and that “contradiction” was suffuse. Fundamental processes of social
reproduction—sex, marriage, and education—occur in
an historical field that is mutually shaped by underdetermined, yet overly racialized forces. These forces
are indeed felt, directly or not, and cascade with other
life processes to condition who one sees oneself to be
and how they might act. They are contradictions that
people themselves dwell in and of which they are not
unreflexive about. These are contradictions that they
attempt to make sense of and articulate in a way that
is also shaped by their conditions of possibility. Fewer
engage in broader public attempts to articulate these
conditions, as an ethnographer or journalist. This was
evident in the projects of veteran journalist and final
JWTC roundtable participant, Parks Mangena.

South Africa among international folks, especially
Zimbabweans and Zambians. BOLESWA [Botswana,
Lesotho, Swaziland] were British colonies, and they
started a printing press for these places. We didn’t
have access to printers at that time. But the British
got an agreement with the South African Press
Association and they recruited people to bring local newspapers to Swaziland. Right away there was
Izwe lamaSwazi. My first jobs were for Bantu World,
The Star and some African language newspapers in
Johannesburg. I used to meet other journalists as
Central Hotel. Even the Times of Swaziland used to be
printed in Johannesburg. I used to get lots of the first
interviews. After independence, I went around the
world on a tour with the first Prime Minister Prince
Makhosini [Dlamini]. Sobhuza used to say, “50-50
representation.” He wanted equal representation of
voices in the press and “that was radical at that time.
Some African leaders wanted the whole cake at that
point in time” around decolonization and independence. “We Swazis are peaceful, but some were opposed to Sobhuza’s stance, and that’s natural. I don’t
want to get too political and talk about things.
*
Eventually, when prompted by an audience member
about “freedom of the press” reporting on apartheid in
Swaziland, Mangena’s remarks did turn political.

*
*
“I am a journalist. I am 83-years old. I’m happy
that there are journalists, historians and artists in
the audience today, and I’m happy that there are also
RSP officers too” he began, “but I’ll stick to my subject of journalism. I took up a journalism career in
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We could not report about apartheid in the South
African newspapers, but we could do some reporting in the Swaziland newspapers. In Johannesburg
we had Bantu World, but that kind of reporting was

banned. I myself was detained once in South Africa for
not having my pass book. Freedom of the press at the
Rand Daily Mail was also compromised by the white
conservative government. I also wrote for Drum and
before that one called Afrika, but that one was also
not liked by the whites. Hugh Masekela and Miriam
Makeba were once banned for performing here in
Swaziland because some were worried that they
would upset people in South Africa. Swaziland often
wanted to please South Africans. In the local press
here, some writers like Makhubu were not allowed to
express themselves. Swazis are peaceful and we respect our thoughts and others’ and this is a principle
of human rights, no? You believe what you believe and
I should not hate you for that. I still think there should
be more creative and poetic expression in Swaziland.
What has this place [House on Fire] and its Bushfire
Festival done for freedom? There is no freedom of expression here in Swaziland today.
*
In presenting a few ordinary and extra-ordinary
Swazis’ narratives about apartheid-era Swaziland, I
aimed to rethink what memories of racialized violence
mean, how they are produced, and to put forward a
mode that accounts for the diverse, mundane, contradictory, and “ignorant” livelihoods that predominate in
this particular “peaceful” Southern African historical
field. “Peacefulness,” “culture,” and muted, ordinary
forms of recognition I contend, do not indicate superficiality, blindness, or total complicity with systems of
racial or state domination. Rather, they point to a situatedness within a particular social world, a situatedness that imbricates subjective concerns and everyday
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practices with the vagaries of power that co-constitute
ones’ sense of a limit or border.
The almost “rueful self-recognition” (Herzfeld
2005) or ambivalence for these narratives are likewise
not something found only in absolute monarchies, and
yet to invoke Jaspers’ idea of the border-situation,
however, would be impartial in this case given his later
views on society and politics. Having tutored and then
been inspired by Hannah Arendt, Jaspers noted that
“social atomization,” perhaps indicative in some ways
of the Swazi state’s self-perpetuating exceptionalism as
exotic African kingdom, “creates cultures in which totalitarianism is likely to flourish, and that only unregulated debate in the public sphere can offset this latent
pathology of mass society” (Thornhill 2011).
The progressive left in Swaziland traffics in and
aims for such a debate, and the state reacts violently
to stifle it, often under the rubric of “the Swazi way”
(Nyeko 2005) with a caricature of culture as an unchanging or conservative set of values and practices.
Jasper’s notion of a singular culture is congruent with
this and what the left seeks to eschew in order to engender alternative modes of recognition that acknowledge
politics and racialization. However, culture in this respect cannot be totally conceptualized as a dynamic of
political involution or mode of complicity, even if it is
partially co-opted by the state. Indeed, Sihlongonyane
(2003), while being indirectly critical of previous anthropological-functionalist projects documenting culture in Swaziland, recognizes the salience of culture in
diverse sociopolitical projects in the kingdom. Culture
is in fact a key domain untapped by those seeking to
engender debate and sociopolitical revolution:
“Effectively, the opposition does not recognize that
Tinkhundla is not only a political construction but a
cultural construction, and as well, a survival strategy
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for people seeking to affirm their national identity. As
such, practical issues of kinship…, cultural practices…,
rituals…, hierarchy, superstition and mythology which
are traditionally articulated by the incumbent [royalist state] are not soberly interrogated by the opposition
to guide the democratic yearnings of ordinary people.”
(Sihlongonyane 2003: 178).
Sihlongonyane’s remarks are highly suggestive.
Indeed, why do the oppositionists not consider Swazi
“culture” to be a potentially powerful political tool that
they can also exercise on their own accord? Culture is
not (yet) totally copyrighted, although there are dramatic movements in this direction in the neoliberal era
(Comaroff and Comaroff 2009). In the critical historiography of Swaziland and related accounts of extraordinary apartheid-era activism in the kingdom, culture
has been construed as a type of ideological and or hegemonic limit itself. However, in the narratives of peacefulness and other themes by panelists, and certainly for
majority Swazi as I see it, a more nuanced, dynamic notion of culture is prevalent. It seems relevant for scholars and activists to engage in understanding how people come to what they perceive to be their practical and
ideological border-situations facing them in everyday
life. It also seems relevant for enabling them to engage
new modes of self- (and political-) consciousness and
action that account for the conditions of contradictory,
racialized past and present and the possibilities for a
collective, desirable future.
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TOWARDS A MORE HUMAN RACE
NRH Pule Welch
Umcwaningi wezilimi zesintu
This essay is a meditation on race, prompted by the lectures and experiences we had on The Bus, and drawing
from the gifts given by busmembers on our journey.
Ebhalweni ongaphansi kuvela namazwi acashuniwe
encwadini eyisichazamazwi solimi lwesiZulu ngesiNgisi, ibhalwe nguBambatha kaMshini (Benedict Wallet
Vilakazi) no Clement M Doke.
The following are extracts from CM Doke and BW
Vilakazi’s Zulu-English Dictionary, Second Edition
Revised (1953):
-lungu (isilungu, 3.2.9.9, sg. only) n. [<umlungu.]
1. Customs and characteristics of white people.
2. The white man’s language.
3. (in loc.) esilungwini: in the white man’s country (e.g. Natal as opposed to Zululand; town
as opposed to country).
-lungu (umlungu, 3.3.9.9, aɓelungu)
n. [Ur-B. –luŋgu, white man. >isilungu ;
uɓulungu; u(lu)lungwana.]
White man, European. Umlungu angathunga isicoco (A European can wear a headring; i.e. The impossible may happen).
**********************************
-ntu (isintu, 3.2.9, sg. only) n. [<umuntu.]
1. Bantu characteristics, culture.
2. Bantu language.
3. Humankind, mankind. [th.] Indodana
yesintu (Son of Man).

-ntu (umuntu, 3.2.9, aɓantu) n. [Ur-B. muntu.
> dim. umntwana ; unomuntu ; uɓuntu ; isintu ;
u(lu)ntu ; umuntukazana ; ɓantu.]
1. Human being, person ; man (not of necessity
male).
2. Member of an African Native race; black man.
Aɓantu ɓayaloɓolisa kodwa sizwa ukuthi
aɓelungu qha. (The Bantu marry by lobolo,
but we hear that the Europeans do not).
Hhayi aɓantu aɓamnyama! (Where are the
Black people heading for ?).
3. Person with human feelings. Akumuntu,
yisilwane (He is inhuman ; he is brutal).
Akumuntu, yinsinga (He is as cutting as a
razor; i.e. quick-tempered or of bad morals). Ngukwenza komuntu lokhu (This is the
behavior of a decent person).
…
6. Loc. forms … emuntwini is used with special collect. meaning of ‘among, etc. the human race’, e.g. Ukufa yiyona-nto encinzayo
emuntwini [Death is what stings the whole
human race).
-ntu (uɓuntu, 3.2.9) n. [< umuntu.]
1. Human nature
2. Humaneness, good disposition, good moral
nature. Benziwa uɓuntu ɓaɓo (They are urged
on by their humane feelings).
3. One’s real self, character. Uɓuntu ɓomuntu
ɓutholwa ezenzweni zakhe (A man’s real self
is revealed by his deeds).

UKUFA YIYONA-NTO ENCINZAYO EMUNTWINI
I want to talk about death, with regard to race, insomuch as race can either be a matter of life, or it can be

dead. The dead kind of race is when it is a thing: a fixed
property of an individual; a fundamental feature or the
hard fact of ostensible and immutable difference. It is
to think of race as an objective reality of human physical form, constant through history, and a natural underlying condition of grouphood.
Race then is an absolute fact of birth, and so it is a
built-in object we must carry around with us until we
die, and by which we are identified and filtered. We
may treasure this self-object and point to it with pride
and affirmation. We may despise and fear it and try to
control its presence around us. We may want to review
its social meaning, to change the perceptions of where
in the social order its bearers belong, or perhaps ignore
those perceptions, subvert them or behave in spite of
them. But we can never be free of this fact of our birth:
that we come into the world as a certain race, as a certain thing.
This is human reification, making a dynamic life
into a dead thing. It is making a person into a bundle of
sticks. And a living society is then just an arrangement
of these bundles; and history is nothing but the inventory book. The natural extreme of this is the complete
commodification of human beings, as property or as
items on display. But it is not just in the extreme where
there is death.
If races are discrete divisions of humanity, they
have been historically related in hierarchical ways.
Colonial racism has seen the hierarchy as inherent, because the divisions entail different levels of advancement of the organism, say. We want to understand
structural inequality as a result of this overarching
prejudice based on race. In so doing, however, we have
overlooked the fact that race itself comes out of the
oppressive society, comes out of these structures. It is
not a precept of oppression. It is the result of it. Racial
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categories have been realised from processes of dominance and submission, they cannot simultaneously be
the original bases of those processes. To hold them as
such is the domain of whiteness, by which whiteness is
maintained as the hegemonic norm.
Ngukwenza komuntu lokhu
The dictionary entries above show that racial terms in
Bantu languages (in this case, Zulu) semantically imply a different kind of analysis of race. In these words,
umuntu can with veracity be glossed as “person”, but
umlungu is glossed in a paradoxical form: “white person” – how can you be umuntu “a person” while also
being umlungu? The terms umuntu and umlungu are
mutually exclusive semantically. The only way around
it is to directly transpose the term “white person” word
for word into the language to form umuntu omhlophe
“white [colour] person”. This sounds like a bit of a
forced euphemism, and strikes one as a capitulation to
the hegemonic reading.
I am suggesting here that the difficulty with the
translation is based in a difference in analysis of the
concept. Under a Black (~Bantu-speaking) analysis,
race is the rhetoric for describing the hegemony – esilungwini (“the white man’s country”) can mean “town
as opposed to country” (above). Lekgoa la ka (“my
white man”) can simply mean “my boss”. Lekula la ka
(“my coolie”) can mean “my supplier”. Race is used in
these everyday cases as a relational rhetoric – it refers
to certain sociopolitical relations. The thingness of race
is ousted by this. It is a humanizing of race, or, we could
say, a Blackening thereof.
“Human being, person ; man (not of necessity male).
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This Blackening could also be called a Queering.
Because we might see race in the same way that we
might see gender, not as an internal reality or something which is simply true about us, but as a phenomenon which is produced and reproduced all the time
– as a lived out reality that we are born into, not with.
The analysis then is not about dead facts, but about
modes of life – about processes, about relationships in
the social order. The dead analysis – the reification of
race, which is the dehumanising of people – is a white
one (and a heteronormative one) couched in the terms
of isilungu (white man’s language/culture). When we
speak English, we speak isilungu as opposed to isiNtu (language/culture) – the language and culture is
named in relational terms – as a relative position in the
hegemony, that is performative in the speaking of the
language.
The dead analysis framed in English is precisely
the racism that regulates the hegemony, while the living analysis, that is not usually framed in English, describes it.
Akumuntu, yisilwane. Akumuntu, yinsinga
So by isilungu, the banal thingness of race, which is
the normativising of race as an inert distinguishing
mark of identity, is the basis of all racism. It is because the racial hegemony exists, that this is a racist
normalisation: fixing the hegemony in the phenotype,
like fixing the gender in the sex (and so making it resistant to change), is clearly a normative formation. The
thingness of it produces racism by leading us to retreat
from the countenancing of human beings, into scrutinising the surface of inanimate objects. Like playingcards read for suit, or chemicals under a microscope,

people can then be measured, sorted, used, held and
discarded.
The terms of IsiNtu work against this, by reinforcing the counter ideology of ubuNtu – that one is a person only by one’s relation to people – that personhood
is a relational process – that to countenance others is
to be human.

UMLUNGU ANGATHUNGA ISICOCO
Umlungu akusumuntu. Izinhlelo zabelungu ziyizinhlelo zeziNto, kodwa ubuNtu buvela emuntwini. Uma sibheka umuntu njengento, sibheka ngamehlo womlungu.
Lekgoa ga se motho. Ga ke tsebe gore e ka spana ka
sekgoa moo, mara : whites are not people, insomuch
as whiteness is the act of (self-)denial of humanity –
whites don’t just do this dehumanising to blacks, they
do it to themselves (whiteness is dehumanising) and
the whiteness in us (as black people) makes us do it to
ourselves - the white economy of thinghood living in us
pushes down our own blackness (ubuntu bethu - lento
esizenzela ukuthi singabantu).
But whites are just those who have minoritised
their humanity (sengathi bangenabuntu ngempela)
– the hegemonic reality in the ontology pushes down
the humane reality such that, in South Africa, whites
behave in a parochial fashion, unable to assimilate
indigenous culture, although it predominates around
them, because they have minoritised that reality and
reified the indigenous as the property and domain
of blacks, while majoritising the hegemonic one as
their own. When we do the same we become whites
and we see ourselves like whites see us. But us, as
people (batho, bantfu, vanhu), are called “black” in
the terms of whiteness. Properly being a person requires you to reject the white analysis of these terms:
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Ngoba okusalayo, lamagama lawo siwabiza ngo-”black”
futhi u-”white” ngamagama esilungu! Thina sikhuluma
ngomuntu futhi ngomlungu, njengokubhaliwe ngaphezulu - it just so happens that our “umuntu” coincides
with their “black”, so we can use “Black” masiringa
ngabantu...
Ekucabangeni kwami, lokhu kufanelana nokukaXhamela makakhuluma nge-“Black Consciousness”.
In order to move towards a non-racial society, I think
we have to embrace our own Blackness, which we can
understand as the mental attitude that privileges personhood, ubuntu, over thinghood.
When we do this, umlungu angathunga isicoco:
we will “pump life into each other”, instead of treating
each other as receptacles of death.

TOWARDS A MORE HUMAN RACE
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“MY POLITICAL LIFE HAS BEEN INFORMED BY THE
STRUGGLE IN SOUTH AFRICA” – ANGELA DAVIS
—JWTC 2014 Interview

Ainehi Edoro
Duke University
American political thinker and activist, Angela
Davis, travelled through South Africa with the
JWTC mobile conference. During our stop at
Ginsberg, I had a chance to chat with her at the
Steve Biko Center. She reflects on how the South
African anti-racist struggle informs her political
work and comments on the place of women in
political struggle.

Angela Davis addressing JWTC participants on the Bus. (c) Tana
Nolethu Forrest

Ainehi Edoro: 60 intellectuals. One bus. 47 hours of
road time. And the theme: “The Archives of the NonRacial.” What is your sense of what this intellectual
project is about?
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Angela Davis: The project is informed by place and
space. This was the attraction for me---our movement
from Johannesburg to Swaziland to the Eastern Cape
to the Western Cape. I have visited South Africa on
three other occasions, but this is the first that I’ve been
able to acquire a real sense of space. Of course, it also
has to do with the kinds of conversations that have
been happening around the question of race and political struggle. I was primarily interested in this project
because most of my political life, which is most of my
life, has been informed by the struggle in South Africa.
Ainehi Edoro: Can you tell us a bit about your life--growing up in the south and entering into a life of political activism.
Angela Davis: I grew up in a racially segregated city-- Birmingham, Alabama--- a city that was known as the
Johannesburg of the south. So my entire life, in many
respects, has been informed by an anti-racist political
project. I’m interested in how people, intellectuals--organic intellectuals---cultural workers, imagine the
possibilities of moving beyond racism.
I often tell a story about my mother trying to me help
understand why it was that we lived in a place where
black people were treated as inferior and systematically
excluded from education, amusement parks, libraries.
As a child, I constantly asked my mother why. And I’m
very fortunate that, as an activist herself, she had her
vision. She always insisted that we inhabited a world
that was not supposed to be structured that way. She
helped me live in that reality without feeling as though
I was fundamentally of that reality.
I eventually became involved in the campaign to
free Nelson Mandela. I was very young. I could probably tell the story of my political life by pointing to

various moments in the history of the struggle against
apartheid in South Africa. For many years, South
Africa was the center of the world in the sense that it
was here that we invested all of our aspirations. But as
with most investments that are as absolute and total
as this one was, it didn’t turn out in the way we had all
imagined.
Ainehi Edoro: How had you imagined it?
Angela Davis: As someone who was involved in communist politics and had close relations to the South
African communist party, I could never separate economic liberation from racial liberation. I imagine racial liberation as taking place within the context of a
redistribution of wealth. I imagined the end of privatization. And that is not what was achieved.
But I’m interested in the achievements of the South
African struggle because things are different. We cannot discount the struggles and those who gave their
lives. It has to mean something, and it does mean
something.

Angela Davis reflecting on Nelson Mandela’s Legacy at Qunu—
Mandela’s hometown (c) Naadira Patel
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Ainehi Edoro: You have taken part in many political
movements. How has the South African anti-apartheid/
anti-racist movement informed your own theories and
practices around the questions of political struggle?
Angela Davis: My involvement in the campaign for
international solidarity against apartheid dates back to
the 1960s. I was arrested in 1970 by the US Government
and charged with 3 capital crimes. I faced the death
penalty 3 times. It was thanks to an international solidarity movement that I was released.
I’m saying this to point out that many South
Africans joined that campaign. I received numerous
expressions of solidarity from South Africans in exile,
from the ANC, the South African communist party. In
the year after my release—I was in jail for about two
years—I visited London and participated in the antiapartheid rally there. Not long after that, on August
9th—the South African Women’s Day— I went back to
London and spoke at a huge rally.
I can’t imagine my own trajectory without that
constant South African theme. In 1980 when I was arrested on the campus of UC Berkeley, I was participating in an anti-apartheid rally. I was also involved in
the International Longshore and Workers Warehouse
Union. They were the first to engage in actions that
served as a catalyst for the student anti-apartheid efforts by refusing to unload South African Ships.
What I didn’t have a chance to say during the session at Qunu—where we shared our experiences about
Nelson Mandela—was that I spoke to Winnie Mandela
during the time of her banning. We arranged a conversation on the telephone. She went to a paid telephone.
I was doing a radio show at that time, so I was able
to organize the show around Winnie Mandela. I later

“MY POLITICAL LIFE HAS BEEN INFORMED BY THE STRUGGLE IN SOUTH AFRICA” – ANGELA DAVIS

met her and spent some time with her when she and
Mandela were still living together.
Ainehi Edoro: Political movements tend to constellate around male figures. Think Mandela, Martin
Luther King, Nkruma and so on. Names of women tend
not to take on as much force. What do you think is the
place or status of the feminine or the woman in these
kinds political struggles?
Angela Davis: In the black struggle— in black radical struggle—women have played an absolutely pivotal
role. The struggle is inconceivable without the participation and the leadership of women. It’s unfortunate
that the figure of the heroic individual—the masculinist
figure of the heroic individual—almost inevitably erases the people who are most responsible for the emergence and the development of these struggles. This applies to South Africa as well. We don’t hear about the
women who played absolutely essential roles. There’s
Albertina Sisulu. There’s Ruth First, a white woman
whose name is not evoked nearly enough.
But what about those whose name we will never
know? I’m primarily concerned about how we pay tribute to those whose names we can never know. How do
we acknowledge that, in the US civil rights movement,
it was Black women domestic workers who played the
central role? Most people who are thankful for the civil
rights movement never think about poor black women
maids as being the ones who refused to ride the bus
and therefore who were responsible for the success of
the Montgomery Bus Boycott. Women’s role in South
Africa is very much the same. Hilda Bernstein’s book,
For Their Triumph and their Tears, comes to mind.
It’s a nice book that records the names of a number of
these women.

We have to figure out how to read the silences of the
archives. And certainly women are almost consistently
absent—masses of women who participated in these
struggles.

Angela Davis and Achille Mbembe during lunch in
Johannesburg (c) Naadira Patel

Ainehi Edoro: This year’s workshop is built around
the concept of the “non-racial.” What is your take on
the term? Do you see it has a helpful way of naming
an ideal to which anti-racist struggle, philosophy, practice, or theory should aspire?
Angela Davis: I’m trying to be open [Laughs]. I’ve
expressed some of my ambivalences, some of my suspicions, and my historical reluctance to embrace the
non-racial except within a particular context of South
Africa. What is important about this workshop is that
we have stayed open to the exploration of all sides of
the concept. The non-racial is not a unitary concept.
And because it has played such an essential role in the
history of South Africa and in the theorization of a free
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South Africa, we have to come to grips with it. We have
to engage it. But then whether it travels in the way the
idea of South African freedom has travelled across the
planet, I do not know. But as I said, I’m trying to be as
open as possible.
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THE BUS AS METHOD
Kelly Gillespie
University of the Witwatersrand
Fourteen days, fifty-eight people from twenty-five countries, twenty-four public events in five towns/cities,
twelve venues, three thousand kilometers, twenty-eight
restaurants, two support vehicles and a sixty-seater
bus. This was the infrastructure that formed the basis
for an experimental conversation about contemporary
racism and strategies for its overcoming.1 In each place
along the journey, lectures, performances, panel discussions, parties, exhibitions, planned to accord with
the questions that the theme elicited from the histories
of each place. Two years of conceptualisation, planning
and preparation.
The idea that intellectual work requires a careful
consideration of infrastructure is not something much
thought about these days, beyond administrators and
outsourced event co-ordinators who book air-conditioned rooms, order finger food and put out in rows
those folders with paraphernalia that always seem like
part of an advertising campaign. The forms of our intellectual events have become fixed, especially in the academy, captured by the conference form, parceled out in
20-minute presentations as if the very expression of
our work follows the punch-in time card and the assembly line, short intervals of self-presentation. These serialised events, occurring with box-ticking surety across
much of the world as a sign that all is well with the academic project, seem increasingly devoid of intellectual
life. At many of the bigger conferences, people leave
the conference soon after their 20-minute inputs, their
work seemingly done, coming and going from the event
as if engaging with a range of products for sampling,

with little responsibility for the intellectual shape and
worth of the whole endeavour, and little responsibility
to collective intellectual labour and solidarity. Stripped
of most of their connection to their context, aside perhaps from the recommended guided tour and the nightly drink at local bars, these events tend towards formulaic repetition, hollowing out the intellectual project
and providing little space for the real sharing and testing of ideas. These dead forms inure us to dissociation,
are deadening to the collective intellectual project they
are supposed to assist.
We have to reclaim the intellectual project from the
banality of formal proceedings. If we want to make the
argument that the university remains a socially relevant institution we cannot presuppose that all of our
time-honoured venues and forms are worthy simply because they are part of an academic pantheon. The task
of intellectuals, and universities surely, is to formulate
a method for staying close enough to emerging social
forms so as to gauge their quality but distant enough
to be able to critically understand them. This formulation of method must itself be a continuous process of
reformulation that remains alive to its conditions, its
curtailments and possibilities. Universities, and the intellectual project, get stuck as soon as the experimentation with ways of relating to the social ceases. Certainly,
there is something majestic about the institution of the
university, its claim on academic freedom, its history
of ideas, a weightiness to its centuries-old rituals and
forms. But without that history being brought alive,
reinvigorated, by constant query about its meaning
and worth and place within emerging social life, it is
mere pomp, archaic. We need to recover an ongoing
experimentation with the method and forms for intellectual work, and to understand this pursuit as a collective project that holds us in constant tension with

an evolving worldly context. We need to think about
our coming together as rare and important moments
of convergence, as events to be imagined, stewarded.
The character of events can emerge in many different
ways out of a concern for the questions and themes with
which we are working, their form an important aspect
of the intellectual work to be done.
How do we conceptualise and plan for events that
engage participants in the pursuit of the most important questions and conversations? How do we build
events, craft them, as places for sustained and collective
encounter with ideas that generate a criticality worthy
of the contemporary world? How do we consistently
recreate modes and spaces of invention and intervention in this relationship between intellectual form and
the conditions of the world? Method requires explicit
and conscious discussion, beyond the list of methods we
discuss before ethics committees and in well-rehearsed
proposals. The question is not simply what method we
will apply to a specific research question, but rather
what are the conditions for being able to think in and
against and towards the world, and those to come?
Attentive to the need to find new ways of hosting intellectual conversations, the Johannesburg Workshop
in Theory and Criticism planned its 2014 Workshop
as a fourteen-day bus trip around South Africa and
Swaziland, tracing a series of conceptual leads and archives that could help shape a conversation about race
and its futures. Each venue, each route, each restaurant, was chosen as the grounds for extending and amplifying the theme of the Workshop, and the journey
became the way to extend both the material and the intensity of the discussion. The bus became along the way
a vehicle for intellectual conviviality, a shared intellectual project, and the presence of all kinds of genres of
exchange and expression.
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The bus began to invoke other bus rides in the history of anti-racist work, the racialised history of transport, indeed the very relationship between race and
im/mobility. Always working explicitly against the register of tourism and against any easy narration of the
journey, the bus became a moving container for an ever-deeper conversation about other places and times,
intersections and open-ended questions. Fragments of
archive and commentary about South Africa and elsewhere were collated into an App available through a
wifi point on the bus, and these traces sometimes wove
themselves into the conversation both on and off the
bus. Different kinds of music were listened to at different times and in different parts of the bus. A bottle of
whiskey was passed around, food shared. Poetry, impromptu performance, personal reflection, the linking
up of strands of thought from two-weeks worth of conversation that moved from plenary to break-away to
quiet reflection organically as people put headphones
on and watched the landscape move by, took up the
microphone on the bus, sat next to a new traveling
companion, got on and off the bus. The bus became,
over the course of the two-week journey, a new kind
of method, creating an ongoing pushing forward of the
questions we were asking, and a community of thought
that, quite literally, was bound together by the journey.
This kind of organising seems more akin to political organising than academic planning. Political organising requires an attention to improvisation, movement-building, the openness to emerging practice and
a willingness to learn together. Is it possible to think of
academic events in terms of this quality of organising?
As mobilisation, as provocation? As having an outcome
that leads not simply towards more bureaucratic academic form, but to interventions in the world? To collective intellectual projects that undo idea-ownership
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pay attention to how such scenes of engagement can be
imagined and curated. We must review the usefulness
of old forms, and we must be alert to ways of proceeding that push the intellectual project towards asking
the most important questions in the most fertile ways.
We can’t allow intellectual work to be bureaucratised,
so folded under the arm of administration and buttoned-up by a routinised formalism. A manifesto for
the labour of critique must begin with a willingness to
be vulnerable to the world, to others, and to the process
of creating ideas in the thick of it.
3 July 2014: JWTC participants dance the night away at
the Prawn Shack in Dokodweni Beach, KZN en route from
Swaziland to Durban. Photo: Melissa Wrapp

and scholarship-as-commodity? There was a quality
of comradeship in the Workshop, for all the disagreements, debates and challenges, that created a fungibility between academic and political commitments, between intellectual and personal work, between scholarly and emotional practice. In part this was because
the journey produced friendship. But also because it
insisted on bringing the world deliberately into the
event as interruption, corroboration, prompt; insisted
on including the social and political context – the data
– into the form and content of the discussion, raising
its experiential stakes and, if you like, keeping it real.
Discovering new methods and forms, working in
new contexts with the potentiality of older ones, takes
work and time and care. Experiment takes shape in the
midst of scraps of notes, poetry, risk, a photograph,
the willingness to listen attentively for the contours
of conversation, the impulse to submit to a collective
process. If we are serious about producing critical encounters that can meet and engage the world, we must

ENDNOTES
1 The 2014 Workshop ‘Archives of the Nonracial’ hosted
in South Africa and Swaziland by the Johannesburg
Workshop in Theory and Criticism.
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THE ETHICS OF LISTENING AND
EMPATHY’S MOVEMENTS
Kirk B. Sides
WiSER
Ian Baucom writes about listening as an integral part
of Frantz Fanon’s textual practices. He notes that, “as
a writer, he [Fanon] produced texts that frequently
function as transcripts of his diverse acts of listening.”1 It has become the common impulse in critical
histories of race and racism, and in Postcolonial studies more broadly, to approach the visuality, or the
optics of race, without attention to how race is registered through other sensorial modes. And indeed we
owe much to Fanon for his interrogation of the ways in
which race/racism operates through the construction
of what Achille Mbembe refers to as an “image ontology,” that is, “a scopic regime” in which the face – in
the Levinasian sense – is de-privileged in exchange for
the preeminence of the “surface.” Baucom notes that
indeed, “Postcolonial criticism is indebted to Fanon
for revealing that imperialism works in large part by
policing, regulating, and interpreting the visible.”2
However, what needs further investigation, not only
with regards to Fanon’s impact in particular, but also
in our contemporary critical approaches to race and
racism more broadly, is “what Fanon has to teach us
about the audible.” 3 The politics and the pleasures of
listening, the intimacies and the animosities of aurally
apprehending an Other need to be accounted for in our
approaches to a project of racial critique.
Traveling for nearly two weeks on a bus with
sixty people from across the academic and creative
spectrum, traversing southern Africa, this year’s
Johannesburg Workshop in Theory and Criticism was

animated throughout by the imminent problems and
potentialities of listening. As has been written about,
both in this volume and elsewhere, the Workshop was
staged in various locales across southern Africa, beginning in Johannesburg, moving though Swaziland,
Durban, King Williams Town, Ginsberg, and Cape
Town. During this time the bus itself was talked about
in many ways, mostly as metaphor for myriad conceptions of the project we found ourselves engaged in;
from a vessel of traveling critique to its associations
with the problematics of academic tourism. Much emphasis was placed on both what we as participants in
this Workshop were seeing, as well as how we were being seen as we moved through these spaces. The sight
of the bus and what we saw from the bus became the
source of much of the debate. But I want to consider
briefly what we heard on the bus. Rather, how we listened to one another. If bystanders could have heard
the beautiful cacophony and discordant accord of the
bus as it passed by they would have perhaps caught an
aural glimpse of what it means to not just hear, but to
listen to/through multiple registers. I think the act of
hearing multiple voices, speaking, lecturing, chatting,
poetry reading, crying, singing, singing, is an exercise
not simply in trying to understand – itself an act of empathy? – but also involves an act of traveling. To listen
to someone – to really hear what they are saying, and
to make it part of yourself, you must be willing to move;
be willing to come towards one another. An act of rapprochement; an act of dis-comforting oneself as much
as it is an act of intimacy with an other. Again, Baucom
writes that, “Hearing is not only an acoustic experience;
it is the expression of desire. Listening is not simply an
act of consumption; it is also a productive activity.”4
The bus of the Johannesburg Workshop was a stage
upon which over sixty actors spoke; at moments one

“If bystanders could have heard the beautiful
cacophony and discordant accord of the bus as it
passed by they would have perhaps caught an aural
glimpse of what it means to not just hear, but to
listen to/through multiple registers.”
at a time, over a microphone; at other times all at once,
in small groups or one on one. Standing back from this
aural field, one could choose what to listen to. One
could move between conversations, hearing one in the
background, interjecting into another. In each move,
one moved and was – possibly – moved. Because in
listening, in attempting to understand - both in terms
of aurality and comprehension – one can find common
ground with the speaker. As an “expression of desire”
one must want to find this space.
The bus – and perhaps the first time I want to sustain the Workshop bus as metaphor – can in many
ways be thought of as an attempt “to fabricate a commonality of experience which…is not a commonality
of identity.”5 That is, in spending some 300 hours together, listening, interpreting, translating, across languages, and disciplines or vocations, and various forms
of difference, the bus as a fleeting space, ephemeral
and impactful as the spoken sentence, perhaps could
be seen a way to talk about the “archives of the nonracial.” In other words, as those spaces of communication that exist most powerfully in the moment of their
articulation, in the act of being heard. What if, in the
act of desire embodied in the moment of listening to
someone speak, we might theorize a different form
of belonging, or community? What might a commons
based on experience – not in the mythical or originary
sense – but, rather, a sharing of the spoken event’s
ephemerality sound like? What if this speech-hearing
event, which might form the basis of community, is not
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stable either? But rather, like listening, is open; to interpretation, to critique, or more complicated still, to
misunderstanding. The event is not the ur-moment for
the founding of a community in this sense, but can be
that time when a group develops, and develops (listening) practices, which make its member relate to one
another, make it relate to itself as a group? Could the
power of listening be the measure of solidarity? The
better two people, or two groups listen, the closer they
have (be-) come towards one another.
I want to briefly consider the role of empathy in
listening, as a condition for the movement required
in listening. In order to commune, to communicate,
with another, there must be a ground towards which
both speaker and listener approach; though they might
never reach common ground. However, the initial act
of approach must happen in order to listen. It is this
moment that can be thought of as the time of empathy
in the speech-hearing act. One must, initially at least,
desire to hear the speaker and, thus, must shift their
perceptive orientation towards that Other. Desire, if
sustained long enough to actually listen, means that
one must allow for a movement of self and other towards one another, towards an Other, and an Other’s
understanding, and potentially away from one’s own.
What are the movements of empathy? In other
words when empathy happens what has traveled and
to where? But also what movements are required as
preconditions, as spaces for the possibility of empathy,
and thus for understanding. Somewhere in this question is an ethics of listening and a mapping of the movements that happen when one gives voice to something
and another receives this voice. It raises the question
of whether one might give voice to someone else. Not
in the way of power, or control of a dominant narrative.
But, rather, in a way that implies radical intimacies; so
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“I want to briefly consider the role of empathy in
listening, as a condition for the movement required
in listening.”
close that one might almost hear one’s own story in/
through the voice of another.
Nurrudin Farah’s novel Maps opens with a haunting second person account of the protagonist himself.
As we read, we get not only a description of the main
character, but are given insight into his interiority as
it relates to a larger history. The young boy, who we
come to find is named Askar, sits listening to an intimate description of his life, his history, the narratives
of his existence. As the reader, repeatedly pronouncing the personal pronoun “you” again and again, it becomes hard to disentangle ourselves from this articulation, and indeed from the life-world we are being entered into. Indeed the point, as seen from the passage
below is precisely that Farah has adopted a particular
literary form, one predicated on the action of listening
that gives a different idea of the aesthetics of the human, and of humanity. The novel opens:
You sit, in a contemplative posture, your features
agonized and your expressions pained; you sit
for hours and hours and hours, sleepless, looking
into darkness, hearing a small snore coming
from the room next to yours. And you conjure
a past: a past in which you see a horse drop its
rider; a past in which you discern a bird breaking
out of its shell so it will fly into the heavens
of freedom...And you question, you challenge
every thought which crosses your mind.
Yes. You are a question to yourself. It is
true. You’ve become a question to all those who
meet you, those who have any dealings with you.

You doubt, at times if you exist outside your own
thoughts, outside your own head, or Misra’s…
You exist, you think, the way the heavenly bodies
exist, for although one does extend one’s fingers
and point at the heavens, one knows, yes, that’s
the word, one knows that that is not the heavens.
Unless…unless there are, in a sense, as many
heavens as there are thinking beings; unless there
are as many heavens as there are pointing fingers.
What makes this passage so haunting is the particular
form Farah chooses to develop his sympathetic protagonist. Askar, even from this initial introduction,
is given a profound interiority, but the development
of his consciousness is not from his own articulation
but from that of another. Askar’s psychic topography
is drawn from the outside. This might at first glance
feel like a potentially violent act of narration; the violence and silencing of representing someone else. But,
what if it is thought of as giving a narrative to another,
possible only through a deep intimacy that comes with
care, and sensitivity and love. Moreover, Askar himself is listening to this description of himself, sitting
“contemplatively,” thinking while the narrator/giver
describes a world based on these thoughts. We too, the
readers, are meant to listen to this building of an interiority through narration and listening. Farah himself
talks about how Maps was written as a text to be read,
and thus as a text to be listened to. Askar listening to
his own story. The reader listening to Askar’s story,
but also the story of an intimacy between the teller and
the receiver(s) of this story. In the compounding of the
levels of intimacy achieved through these multiple aural engagements, I argue, Farah has articulated – and
asked us to listen to – not only an aesthetics of human
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rights, but one predicated upon an ethics of listening,
and also of empathy.
This is the point then: that to listen, to hear the
words of another, requires not only an act of empathy, but also an act of movement. The movement of
empathy. It requires one to move from one’s places of
understanding to/towards another’s. Listening then is
about movement. I say that these are “acts” because
neither listening nor empathy are conditions, they
require new acts, new ways of hearing and empathizing with each new hearing. Every time one listens, in
order to hear, one has to come closer to the speaker;
one has to begin to understand an Other’s story by understanding where this story comes from, and where
the impetus for the telling itself comes from, as well
as where one, as listener, is positioned with respect to
its telling. Perhaps comprehension is not really even
part of a useful vocabulary here. It is, rather, the act of
movement towards another in an attempt to hear them
that seems most important; complete comprehension
seems to wane when compared to the desire, the want
to listen. This seems to be some kind of basis for not
only an aesthetics of humanity and human rights, but
I’ve come to think that in the context of the JWTC, this
ethics and aesthetics of listening and the movements of
empathy required for this aural politics, might move us
some steps closer to thinking about race and anti-racial
stances, and the various ways that listening as a antiracial politics might be a new way of relating another.

THE ETHICS OF LISTENING AND EMPATHY’S MOVEMENTS

ENDNOTES
1 Baucom, Ian. “Frantz Fanon’s Radio: Solidarity,
Diaspora, and the Tactics of Listening.” Contemporary
Literature, 42.1, 2001 (15-49) 15.
2 Ibid., 16.
3 Ibid.
4 Ibid., 22.
5 Ibid.
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DIARY
Nicky Falkof
University of the Witwatersrand
Extracts from an abortive travelogue, written
somewhat in the style of Hunter S. Thompson for
reasons best not elaborated here
‘Day 1. A large group of strangers are milling around a
bus in Maboneng, waiting for the historic first lunch of
the 2014 JWTC. Some people are deep in conversation.
Some are already networking. Some look a little anxious. Everyone is awkwardly friendly, wearing their finest conference smiles. I lock up my bicycle, my sign of
insiderness, my proof that I belong here. I refuse to be
intimidated. But am perhaps a little too relieved when
the person sitting next to me is funny, and orders wine.
‘Day 3. There are a lot of clever people on this trip but
none of them can compare to John. John is superhuman. I’ve no idea how he got that enormous bus down
that tiny road in the dark but I’ve never been so pleased
to arrive at a game farm before. There’s a fire. There’s
a bar. There’s a warthog. And tomorrow there will be
Francoise and bananas.
‘Day 5. The bus has become The Bus, and we have half a
country to cross. My ethnic compulsion to consume free
food in case the Nazis come back remains undimmed in
the face of endless breakfast buffets. Someone decides
that we should take a different route, but it’s a route
without the right kind of toilet stops. People pile out at
a petrol station and wipe its shelves clean of Nik Naks,
biltong and bottled water. Are we lost? I think we might
be lost.

‘We stop for lunch, which turns into dinner, which
turns into a magical, surprising party - a dance off,
where intellectual celebrities do the Macarena to a
song produced by an old festival friend from London;
an ill-advised swim across a dark lagoon, a dive into
the waves, a full moon glinting on warm water. People
scuffle good-naturedly over the last few prawns. For a
few hours no one really thinks about why we’re here.
It’s enough that we are.
‘Day 8. I think it’s Sunday. I excavate myself from a hotel bed, trudge through another hotel breakfast, drag
myself outside and slump on my usual seat. There is no
hierarchy here except the one we’ve invented; people
in the front, the serious ones, versus people at the back,
the ones who make the distinction. Backs of buses always mean the same thing, even in your 30s.
‘The general health of the bus is deteriorating. I
sleep through most of the day, waking occasionally to
marvel at the mutating landscape, from the lurid sexiness of KZN to the Western Cape’s parched beauty and
perched shacks.
‘We stop at Qunu for lunch. In the biting cold, a
small child and some famous philosophers dive down
Mandela’s sliding rock, forwards, backwards, singly, in
pairs, in groups, shrieking, giggling. The sun sets golden through the window of the Mandela centre while
people talk about what Madiba meant, or means, to
them. Sarah reads a poem that pretty much explains
everything but I feel like I need to speak anyway, so I
say something vague and unformed about white people claiming Mandela, our casual denial of history and
complicity. I’m trying to voice my discomfort with my
comfort but it fails to make me any less comfortable.
‘We shiver our way back to the bus, where Jorge’s
prized white scarf is sacrificed to a bottle of red wine.

We arrive in Ginsburg at 10pm, in the dark, singing Let
It Be in shaky three-part harmony, lulled by Kirk’s unexpected baritone.
‘Day 9. The streets in King Williams’ Town are oddly
empty but the streets in Ginsburg are full of people.
The bridge between them bows under the weight of
historical graffiti. Fredo thinks that the Biko Centre is
built close to the boundary so white people will come;
I think it was put there so white people would finally
have to look at Ginsburg.
‘For someone so full of opinions, I’m not saying
much. Am I processing? Resisting? Maybe I can’t keep
up. Maybe it’s all been said by someone else. Maybe I’m
just tired.
‘Day 10. I’m in a hotel room in Knysna. I haven’t been
to Knysna since I was an undergrad. The surfers and
white boy dreadlocks have been overwhelmed by high
end estate agents. I leave dinner early and go to bed
with a novel: Saracen at the Gates. It makes me briefly
homesick.
‘Day 11. As we round Sir Lowry’s Pass, I snap two guitar
strings. No more music.
‘I stop writing when we get to Cape Town. I recognise Cape Town.’
A few months after the end of the JWTC and the
landscape of my life at Wits has changed. There are
new people, new conversations and new arguments.
Friends who weren’t on The Bus either roll their eyes
at any mention of it or endlessly ask for details. The
rest of us are like weary expats, tired of talking about
it. So many ripples.

I started putting this piece together in a sweaty guest
house in Accra; I’m finishing it in an air-conditioned
hotel room in Sao Paolo, where the people I’m most excited to see were acquired on the bus trip. These are the
places that my job takes me to, alongside Swaziland,
Durban, Ginsburg, Cape Town. I am an extremely
fortunate woman. When I think back to the JWTC the
things that stick with me most powerfully are musical.
Roberta on stage with the house band at the Rainbow
Room. Songs sung in groups at the back of the bus.
The wonderful Ginsburg kids who performed, magnificently, with Neo. I think about these moments, I think
about everything that we said about race, justice and
inequality, I think about my own position - yes, okay,
let’s just name it, my own privilege - and I find myself
wondering whether academia is really ever enough.

DIARYS
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JWTC FRAGMENTS
Roberta Estrela D’Alva
Actress-MC, activist, director, singer, slammer,
researcher and spoken word artist
FRAGMENT 1
Johannesburg Gold Diggers
Here we are
digging for what’s hidden
What’s in the depth
In the root
Digging for the gold
Of the golden truth.
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HANDWRITTEN NOTES
Fredo Rivera
Duke University
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THE WHEELS IN MY HEAD GO ROUND AND ROUND
Helen Douglas
Philosophy in Practice, Cape Town
helen@philosophy-practice.co.za
SOLIDARITY AND THE NON-RACIAL (POLITICAL STRUGGLE 1)
“I’m not going into definitions with academics.
Making resolutions and policy is one thing. These
things evolve.” Ahmed Kathrada
He made it sound too easy! As if he, Sisulu, Mandela
and the others had just sailed into a non-racial ANC.
Building on the Congress Movement, it was they who
made it such through their lived work. Brought to
life with integrity, discipline, trust, humour, love.
Practicing (non-racial) freedom, dignity and equality here and now, continually. And of course having a
shared radical political project: not non-racialism for
its own sake but as a method of struggle for national
liberation. These things evolve.

RACISM (THE DREAM 1)
Achille: “The dream of a time-to-come when a person will be valued as a person among persons” Twin
processes of racism (modernism, capitalism): “living
persons refashioned as objects and commodities”; “the
lived experience of surface/depth…”
Racism is a lie, a falsehood, an optical (precisely) illusion. (Levinas: “Ethics is an optics.”) For both blacks
and whites. This is good news. We show the lie in our
humanness, our resistance here and now, as we are
able. To dream that “one day we will have faces” is to
defer that day indefinitely – as someone swimming after a beach ball pushes it away with each stroke. Rather
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“What does it mean to inherit an intellectual
culture stained with that legacy? How much is
Western empiricism – the subject/object split, the
unexamined observer – implicated in protecting us
from knowing what we have done?”
dream that we wake up. “For now we see through
a glass, darkly; but then face to face: now I know in
part; but then shall I know even as also I am known.”
Without underestimating how excruciating that awakening might be. What are you prepared to risk?
There’s not enough thinking about what racism has
done to white consciousness, how crazy-making it is to
be taught (and taught to reproduce) false beliefs that
“this” is not a man, that “those people” are not people.
To learn to ignore, justify, or explain away such evident presence, such evident suffering. (Twelve Years
a Slave is a film about psychotic white people – except
Brad Pitt, the good Canadian, ha).
What does it mean to inherit an intellectual culture stained with that legacy? How much is Western
empiricism – the subject/object split, the unexamined
observer – implicated in protecting us from knowing
what we have done? A task for thinking: if we took this
on, what could be retained? For, as it says on the workshop website, “democracy, freedom, dignity, equality,
the human, universality, justice” are also Western philosophical and political values.
Thus the importance of Siba Grovogui’s question:
what are our modalities of evidence? And thus the importance of cultivating one’s own reason, sensibility,
sense of veracity, to know the truth when we hear it
and be able to test it, which is what I mean by “philosophical practice”.

WOPKO JENSMA (from spanner in the what? works)
i was born 26 July 1939 in ventersdorp/ i found myself
in a situation…/ i hope to live to the age of sixty/ i hope
to leave some evidence/ that i inhabited this world/
that i sensed my situation/ that i created something/
out of my situation/ out of my life/ that i lived/ as human/ alive/ i
(that’s it)

AS PRAYER OR INVOCATION (THE DREAM 2)
“a messianic supplement without reducing to a messiah” “the diabolical”
The religious or spiritual tropes that keep popping up (hello Josslyn) – how do they function? gravity of evil; dimension of transcendence, of openness,
possibility, workability. Come what may. Faith? Joy?
Relaxing with uncertainty, remaining steadfast and attentive. But not a progressivist view of inevitable victory, ugh. Akbar Abbas: to carry on with little hope while
not succumbing to despair.
Some participants seem to have a fixed idea of
what an enlightened non-racial future should look
like, insist that the world adjust itself to their vision,
and take offence when it does not. Political correctness
and self-righteousness – emanating, so it seems, from
fear, anger, pain (past and anticipated) and self-doubt.
Suspicion is very clever, looks for (and finds!) treachery
everywhere, with its beady little eye. It’s hard to relate
to, not very generous, not helpful. The way to work with
trust is to be trustworthy oneself. Another practice.

SACRIFICE/ OBLIGATION/ GIFT (POLITICAL STRUGGLE 2)
First of all, you can’t preach it; monstrous to call for
others to sacrifice themselves. One’s contribution to
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the struggle, where it includes violence to one’s self,
has to be freely given. So, I’m not talking about calculated “economic” risk, investment and dividend; nor
about throwing oneself into the fire of hatred, revenge
and destruction; nor the reckless disregard of despair.
I am thinking about “armed struggle as an act of love”
(quoting Kgositsile and Guevera), as an engagement
that maintains relationship with self, comrades, the
people (the “cause”) and the enemy. Thinking of Ruha
Benjamin’s “What are we prepared to give? It has to be
everything”, and hoping it won’t come to that.
(We often didn’t get this right in the struggle (ANC/
MK), macho demands for more than a person was able
or willing to give, and then not being able to acknowledge the damage that was suffered. Damage inflicted
by the enemy, or each other, that we failed to attend
to. Combatant as thing or commodity. I think this is
something the Robben Island leaders did attend to and
were more likely to get right. Perhaps it is another factor in our inability to keep our heroes in mind or even
tend to their graves. And the impossibilities of telling
our stories – like the Swazis we met.)
What is asked in the struggle has to be given freely,
without duress. At the same time, there is a sense of
obligation, one that comes from outside but with which
one identifies oneself. As Levinas quotes Dostoyevsky:
“We are each responsible for everything, and I more
than the others.” Unlike classificatory identities based
on blood, race, gender etc., here is a singular subjective
identity. One finds oneself in a situation.
It is also continually negotiated. What you give has
great value (after all, it is the source of all value), so you
don’t just throw it away. No pearls before swine! But
negotiated like a path: it is not a contract (again, ref
Siba and the Strait of Malacca). It is not enforceable,
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but neither is it violable. It also does something weird
with time.
Thinking sacrifice along with the idea of a “radical
gift”, one that asks for and gets nothing in exchange,
which also comes up in Ghassan Hage’s a-racism paper (in the mode of “mutuality”), and which seems one
of the few “goods” that neoliberalism can’t gobble up
and refashion as a commodity or fetish. Hage is right
and Derrida is wrong: such gifts happen all the time.
Generosity and generation (genera of another kind).
Kathrada’s story of Sisulu’s generosity: “He didn’t
just give away whatever he had – he gave away what
everyone else had, too!” What did Walter give away?
He made free with them. They forgave him.
free. from an Indo-European root meaning “to
love”, shared by friend.
forgive. from for- “completely” + giefan “give”

“INDEBTEDNESS AND INTIMACY”
(a note from Swaziland)
The other thing I’m thinking about, in terms of particularly human resources against neoliberalism (which is
unable to distinguish between corporations and persons), is the goodness of debt, of social or personal indebtedness that we could never repay and would never
want to. At moments, The Bus offered a free exchange
of ideas (a truly free market). It was hard to know
which thought belonged to whom, and to whom credit
was due. One receives it as a gift, out of thin air! One
is honoured and one honours the gift, holds it close.
Even to express gratitude would be churlish. (Levinas:
“We give thanks to give thanks!”) And even when I can
identify an idea with some person, it starts to feel artificial to single them out. How can I say, “as Achille said”,
without acknowledging his family, his grandmother,

his colleagues and teachers and even his enemies? All
of Cameroon and France and South Africa! No, it’s
nonsensical! Yet I remain happily beholden.

CRITICAL THEORY, LIVING PRACTICE
(From “Giving birth to Derrida’s mother: Philosophical
practice at the end of philosophy”, forthcoming in
Women in Philosophical Counselling, De Paula and
Raabe, eds., Northvale NJ: Lexington Books. This bit
comes from The Bus.)
One line of critical philosophy comes from within
the lineage of Western critical philosophy and Europe’s
own struggles for liberty, equality and solidarity –
which must not be forgotten. These theorists steal
fire at the line drawn between centre and periphery,
pointing to crossovers and permeations and exposing the workings of force. Other critique comes from
interdisciplinary feminist and gender studies, postcolonial studies and critical race theory: different thinking by and for philosophy’s historically marginalised
“others”. Drawing resources from specific embodied
identities and histories – as black, as woman, as native or subaltern – they work to restore the dignity and
worth of forms of life and ways of knowing that have
been misunderstood, misrepresented and debased by
“European civilisation”.
Although Levinas has been justifiably criticised in
these circles for remarks that are, at best, insensitive
to anti-black racism and colonialism, his fundamental
critique of Western thought should not in turn be dismissed, nor his work received as simply another text
among texts. It can give critical theorists and social justice activists pause for thought, for a thought beyond
difference. If Levinas is right [that human consciousness is caught up in an inordinate ethical responsibility
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for others], and critical theory attends only to the realm
of being – to matters of politics, power and interest,
necessary as these are – are we not at risk of forgetting
its latent origin in the responsibility of the one for the
other that founds our humanness? If we fail to remember (to unconceal), in our practice, that justice is first
of all justice for the other, and first of all one’s own responsibility (and freedom), we risk instituting further
violence and injustice in our struggles against them. If
we don’t realise in our practice that the equality of all,
here and now, rests on one’s own inequality before the
face of the other, this untransformed thinking will not
move us, as it could, towards a fully human philosophy,
rather than yet another philosophy of the human. J
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FROM “CHRONICLES OF A COMIC MULATTA:
AN OREO/CHOREOPOEM” BY JOSSLYN LUCKETT

CHRONICLES OF A COMIC MULATTA:
AN OREO/CHOREOPOEM

(Note: One night in Swaziland my young bus sis, Tana,
who is doing important work on people of mixed race
ancestry in South Africa, told me she experiences the
question, “What are you?” as an act of violence. Over
the next few days I reflected on how after 40+ years of
being asked the question myself, I’d be a worthless pile
of bloody pulp if I experienced the question in the same
way. It made me think back to this one woman show I
wrote in my 20’s when I started playing with the idea
of the comic vs tragic mulatta...so by the time we got to
Ginsberg I called up the first monologue from the show
at the Biko Center and dedicated it to Tana.)

by Josslyn Luckett
(opening monologue)
i get this pain sometimes
right over my eye
right here
like this “why” in my head is not gettin’ addressed
so it presses real hard
saying
“see”
both in the colloquial
“see”
and the standard
see
like a request, or maybe really a command
saying girl you got to see things for what they really are
not tragic
not ideal
just one real brown beaming shade of truth that is you
and your eye twitchin’ self
tryin’ a make sense outta mad mad circumstances-circumstantial evidence like the cross colors of my kin,
the light shade of my skin
might lead you to lay that
TRAGIC MULATTA
legacy
right on down to me
down to this
high achieving
high yellow negro
historians would have you know
that all of that civil rights era co

-mingling
is still having a devastating
effect on a bastard generation of
high yellow
half breeds
yellow
half breeds
yellow
hello
hi
welcome to the oreochoreo show
and you might think this is a freak show
seeing as some of you might see me as some kind of
freaky- tongue-and-cheekycategory-less-can’t-check-one-no-nation-having-hybrid
but this oreochoreopoem is coming at you straight
from one particular colored
girl,
refusing to consider suicide
why should I?
leave the tragedies to william shak
the comic mulatta is about to attack
that’s right
comedy you know
in the quote “classic” style
mistaken identities
contradictions, songs
happy ever afters and so on
but this comedy is also black
take a whack at that
or maybe really brown
see, i’m bringing a whole new genre through town
brown
comedy
which includes blues
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yes brown sugar blues
dancing better than jagger ever dreamed of
how come?
stories alone
just my stories
alone
me often alone
often not having too many familiar type comrades in
this
particular type struggle
not a father or a mother who share my particular
chromosome chorus
of black and white
unlike creoles or puerto ricans where the legacy of
brown
is passed down
mine just popped outta a simple social workin
state-a-maine
born girl
and a super serious southern mississippi
born boy
after they came home from a dylan concert in honolulu
“all i really wanna dooooo”
summer 1969
which was well-hell of a summer if you recall
with woodstock and
whitey on the moon and all...
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MOVING UTOPIA
Tania Lizarazo
University of California, Davis

photos, the design of nations, their manufactured ontology. But on the border, the artificiality of nations
and boundaries dissolves when we talk about the uneven bureaucratic experience of visas and airport experiences that different passports create.
A couple of hours later, we reach the Mliliwane
Nature Reserve. We gather around the fire. No passports required.

includes a massacre named after bananas. It is impossible not to get personal when Wokpo Jensma’s poetry,
one that blurs color lines, is performed and I too feel
the heaviness of privilege. It is impossible not to get
personal when listening to people’s stories about moving away from Apartheid when I also moved away. It
is impossible not to get personal when food tastes like
home at Edladleni Restaurant and it seems corn and
conversation was all my body needed.
Dolores Godeffroy not only shares her story and
food with us. She shares wisdom and salt she carved
herself from a rock.
Movement is now home.

DAY 3 · JULY 1
The movement started after three days in Johannesburg.
The slowness of the exhaustion of getting there became
an experimental choreography of going somewhere
else. We get off the bus. We walk in the same directions, a mix of individual detours and small gatherings.
We walk together, and get on the bus again. Of course,
sometimes, the bus and its inhabitants are indistinguishable from a sightseeing bus. We take pictures. We
move fast. Most of the time, however, we are moving
to and from (and even through) conversations about
alternative worlds to racism. We are hopeful and skeptical. The experience of thinking together in movement
becomes more than just listening or speaking.
While we walk through the Oshoek Border into
Swaziland, we create artificial nuclear families to move
through immigration. We check each other’s passports
looking at the images that define us, the individual

DAY 4 · JULY 2
The contrast between the fast moving itinerary and the
stillness of sitting for hours, and moving as a big group
are a reminder of the challenges of living together, the
limits of our bodies. Dissonant rhythms of conversations, music, silence and sleep intersect. It is not different from the discussions about the “archives of the
non-racial” that convened such a diverse group. There
is a never-ending negotiation of expectations, generosity, needs, and care.
Our only day in Swaziland is full of love and intimacy as the program promised. It is impossible not
to get personal when listening about bananas and the
violence of their global production if my national story

DAY 5 · JULY 3
One woman working at the Prawn Shack says about
the group: “you’re not the same”. She is right. We are
different. And we eat, and dance, and sing, and drink,
and talk with each other. We are not the same. And that
is as beautiful as it is difficult. We choose the difficult
task of moving together. We share frustrations, dance
moves, bathroom breaks, and tears. Sharing is not an
abstract political idea anymore. It is everyday practice.
A challenging and utopian one.
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DAY 6 · JULY 4

DAY 7 · JULY 5

DAY 8 · JULY 6

We have been in Durban since last night. The lights
from casinos and hotels are gone. Now, the city is revealed. From the bus we see pieces of it. A glimpse of
industrialized, commercial and touristic cartographies.
At the BAT Centre, on the Victoria Embankment,
the dissonant voices about using racial categories in
South Africa today act as reminders of how difficult it is
imagining a non-racial future. Even a non-racial present. But the imposition of racial categories sometimes
feels so profoundly local that the need to build bridges
to communicate them to outsiders implies we can also
burn the bridges. We keep trying. We follow the lights.

At the Diakonia Center, and later in our conversations
with Mwelela Cele, Orishas, ghosts, and ruins join the
movement. We look for Steve Biko’s traces in the scraps
of a church that was once a utopia. Later that night, we
are reminded of alternative worlds at the YMCA, where
the Isicathamiya competition and a beauty pageant
open up our ideas on movement.
Our movement is now a controlled chaos of infinite
contradictions. We are no longer only sharing disagreements, ideas and silences. We share viruses. Moving
along is difficult. Utopia’s failure haunts us. Being here
together, when closeness is a risk of contagion, we embody the risks and potentials of imagining together.
Utopia is movement. It is risky. It is necessary.

At Qunu, the Mandela Museum
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DAY 9 · JULY 7

DAY 10 · JULY 8

DAY 11 · JULY 9

Neo Muyanga’s performance. Biko Centre.

King Williams Town. Walking to the Biko Centre.

Dutch Racism launch, Cape Town

MOVING UTOPIA
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DAY 12 · JULY 10

DAY 13 · JULY 11

Angela Davis at the Centre for the Book, Cape Town.

At the District Six Museum, Cape Town
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FROM BERKELEY TO SOUTH AFRICA: FRAGMENTS

benefits produced by the work of AngloAfrican, a major
mining company).

Simon Abramowitsch
UC Davis
“You know and understand too much to be going about
looking for rainbows.” - Richard Wright, The Outsider
(1954)
“God gave Noah the rainbow sign,/ No more water, the
fire next time.” – Spiritual, “Mary Don’t You Weep”
(19th C.) via James Baldwin, The Fire Next Time (1963)
“Happy 20 Years to Our Rainbow Nation” – Coca Cola
advertisement, billboard on exterior 20+ story building, downtown Johannesburg, South Africa (2014)

DAY 1
Friendship and Childhood: In a conversation between
Achille Mbembe and Ahmed Kathrada, anti-apartheid
activist, one of threads that emerged in this first stop
on our quest to understand the struggle against racism
and the fight against apartheid in particular, was the
importance of friendships and other forms of kinship
not tied to blood. In this, for Kathrada, the experience
of childhood is a crucial moment for the formation of
these kinds of relationships, across lines of race, religion, etc. This is certainly a part of my own upbringing
in Berkeley, California. Some questions: how do or can
institutions precede or succeed these connections? How
can institutions, laws, etc. prevent them or produce
them? What is the relation between these personal,
informal, unregulated relationships and official social
structures that can enforce inequalities or equalities?

…&…
Had Jimi Visited Joburg the Haze Might Have Been
Yellow: The videos I’ve seen of Joburg, always 1970s
and 80s depictions of apartheid and anti-apartheid
movement, depicted a sky, an air of yellow haze, heavy,
suggesting the weight of apartheid, the dust kicked
up by the enforcement of apartheid and the struggle
against—reminiscent of filmic depictions of 1970s and
80s LA with less brilliant sunshine. Sun City in a haze. I
took this to be the quality of videotape. But upon arrival, the haze existed, though I learned that it did because
of the lack of wind in the winter, the pollution of cars
and also from the mines that surround the city. After
an unexpected rain, I got a glimpse of clear bright blue
skies—but like LA, the haze returned quickly.
Here in Joburg we are housed at the Wits Institute
of Social and Economic Research (WISER) at Wits
University (the University of the Witwatersrand). The
origins of the university are related to mining in the
area, and gold mining near Joburg that made the city
wealthy. There is a very strong history of engineering at
the university—the science of mineral extraction, and
the buildings on campus still reflect that research and
education (as do some of the office buildings downtown, where huge billboards advertise the “community”

Joburg scenes:
beautiful graffiti
lunch in Maboneng, local gentrification scene
downtown Joburg as Downton L.A., circa 2004 (before
takeover?)
small business on the streets, hair shops, cell phone
shops, restaurants
folks shopping, socializing, standing
except for Maboneng, no white people walking on the
street
Museum Africa, housed in an old market hall
exhibition of documentary photography, “The Rise and
Fall of Apartheid: Photography and the Bureaucracy of
Everyday Life”.
a small room of artistic responses to apartheid, the
great work of South African painter Gavin Jantjes
…&…
“The Soweto Bus Tour”: The experience of the bus we
will be traveling on is an interesting one. On this first
evening, during introductions by the organizers at the
welcome party, they spoke about the idea of the mobile
workshop, its possibilities for thought and discussion.
And they put on the table what I had wondered about
after our first bus ride through downtown Joburg that
day—the prospect of the gaze of ghetto tourism. The
example of the tourist who comes to see Soweto, the
site of antiapartheid resistance, watching from the bus
window, is our measure. In one sense, the nature of
our undertaking resists such a gaze, one that consumes
without engagement and self-reflection. In another,
it seems nearly impossible, especially for folks like
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myself—new to South Africa, without depth of connection, American and white—to avoid completely such a
trip. And this would be/has been true, not only here but
in almost any instance when one’s very presence in a
place makes inequalities visible, whether symbolically
or actually. Which is to say, it doesn’t matter whether I
was born and raised in Berkeley, CA, when I ride my bicycle through South Berkeley, I wave the flag of gentrification and displacement. Such are the consequences
of inequalities that we struggle to comprehend, to see.
Mexico vs. Netherlands: The Netherlands beat
Mexico, scoring twice in the last five minutes, finally on
a penalty probably undeserved. The urge to interpret
this result when we are in South Africa, when we talk
about the importance of Zwarte Piet in Dutch society
and identity...
…&…
Thinking about the Family: The question presented by
the seminar is that of the non-racial: how to envision a
world that is not racial, in which race does not structure
our lives, producing and reproducing inequalities local
and global. In part because I am away from my family, from my wife Sonia and son Lucien, whom I think
about all the time, I have been thinking about my own
family and the non-racial. In one way, we are living
post-racial lives, in the aftermath of race. But this postracial is only a dream; truly it means that we have made
our way to whiteness. Perhaps only the names suggest
something else: the Abramowitsch and Manrique most
clearly, but even the Christie and Stromberg if one were
to go back far enough. Arrival to whiteness of course
does not mean the end of racial identity, but it does
mean to live a life in which racial identity increases
rather than decreases access to the protections and
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opportunities provided by government institutions.
But we must be clear that struggles against racism cannot simply work to deliver everyone to the status of
what whiteness currently provides—because that can
never happen—intrinsically, these institutions protect
racial discrimination even if they don’t like to admit
that race exists as an identifying or determining factor
in life. If we are to pursue an idea of the non-racial, if
we must think beyond the idea of deliverance to what
already exists, and must think beyond the narrative of
progression suggested by my grandparents, from Nazi
Germany to the realization of freedom, equality, and
access in Berkeley, CA. Surely: drop me, my last name,
my ancestry in some neighborhoods in Eastern Europe
or in the wrong house in Germany, Holland, Denmark
and we might see that my arrival is provisional. Indeed,
there is no with-time arrival from racism and there
never will be. So we must work against racism to make
the alternative.

DAY 2
An opening question about racial terminology:
The anti, the non, the post (anti-racist, non-racial,
post-racial)…
Are these not competing terms but part of a process,
linked in our thinking about race: from antiracist
struggle, to thinking about nonracial social organization, and forward to post racial futures?
For an American like myself, without a great deal of
knowledge (yet) about the long struggle against apartheid in South Africa, the “non-racial” is a very confusing, somewhat troubling term. There is too much that
it seems to want to cover up… or is that I have been

conditioned to see too much of what is not—or does not
have to be—there?

DAY 3
Angela Davis: “We need to rethink workings of
racism—the racist functioning of the apparatus
even in the absence of the usual actors.”
We arrived late on Tuesday after a bus ride made
much longer by the process of crossing the border from
South Africa into Swaziland. It took a while, and what
made it strange is that this wasn’t because of particularly tight security. Leaving South Africa, our passports were glanced at individually, matched to faces.
But entering Swaziland, at night, meant that passport
control was an open caravan, one door open and no
line. It reminded me of a food truck. People pushed up
to give 5 passports at a time, which the officials took
fairly randomly. They took passports into the caravan,
stamped them, and passed them back out, not always
in the same groupings or to the same person who had
given them in the first place. The connection between
body and passport was non-existent. After reclaiming our passports, we simply walked across the border
with no other checks, only a guard watching on. The
whole experience reminds me that the passport is such
an arbitrary document. Despite the computer chips
and other “security” features, in the end it’s still just
an identity card that has a limited relationship to our
lived identity and breathing body—the bones, blood,
muscles, brain that walks, talks, and moves from one
country to another.
On Tuesday and Wednesday night, we stayed at
Mlilwane Nature Reserve in Swaziland, an independent country/kingdom Northeast of Johannesburg.
It is surrounded primarily by South Africa, but also
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has borders with Mozambique and Botswana. On the
grounds of the lodging and the road in there were wildebeest, springbok, and warthogs. The rooms cone or
half-egg-shaped cabins; stick framings and straw covering for walls. The apex of the cone about 15 or 18 feet
high. With only a small door, they were very dark inside, and something about the darkness and the circular structure of the room helped me to sleep very well.

DAY 4
Poems from Wopko Jensma, Where White is the Color,
Where Black is the Number (1974). A white South
African poet and artist, he wrote in the various languages and idioms of South Africa.

…&…
Jensma also wrote poems that reached beyond the
South African context. He wrote poems, in English
and Afrikaans, for Malcolm X, John Coltrane, and
Thelonious Monk, among others, and some poems in a
kind of American blues vernacular. And this in particular made me (and some others) uneasy with the idea
of a simple celebration of a poet “transcending” race
or speaking/occupying a variety of voices, especially
considering the long history of the white uses of black
speech/music/culture. Here’s the first section of “Black
Bottom Stomp”:
she sings her sorrows no more
no booze bottles

about Coltrane and Malcolm. So many that there exists in the terminology of Black Arts scholarship, “the
Coltrane poem” and “the Malcolm poem.” According
to the South African History Online website, Jensma
exhibited his art in NYC in 1968, right in the midst of
the explosion of Black Arts activity (the massive anthology Black Fire, edited by Amiri Baraka and Larry
Neal, was published that year). This small clue, begging
for more research, suggests so much. Jensma’s case is
fascinating because of these contexts and influences,
what they produce and allow. Personally, those poems
in his “own” “voice”—that of a white South African—are
much more powerful, much more resonant than any
American-style blues poem.

DAY 5

“Fear Freedom”:
after freedom struck my country
after the thousands dead
i am the only one left
the only one to know
the only one guilty
the only one to resist death
before my people’s bones
before flowers of freedom country
before my people knew no nothing
before flowers were flesh
i am the only one
the only one with no gun
the only one no one suspected
the only one
after my eyes were burnt out
after remains of whitewashed bones
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ma rainey dear—
my black-rim hat don’t fit
my head’s polluted with grief
also my binsey poplars
all felled, felled, are all felled
gone
mama, da bleeding moon
cuts no ice, split no dice—
bloody bustin—oh hell
if i died her
oh yea, my day’d neva eva end
This poem and the others dedicated to black Americans
in the 1960s also raise questions about Jensma’s source
of inspiration and material. During the Black Arts
movement in the U.S. there were many, many poems

bus ride swaziland to durban
sugar cane all over the place…
bus discussion, a few notes/thoughts:
Angela Davis: the BPP not only black people—yup, yup,
a history neglected
the non racial and ventriloquism
roles asked to occupy when speaking—speech as
performance
a personal archive—place in history, to own their/our
own history
what kind of criticism are we about? important to have
care about the people who we bear witness to
intimate violence and political violence—the relation
between
how did books circulate in apartheid South Africa?
(thinking also about Dolores Goddefroy’s amazing record collection)
an emotional approach
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troublesome, but not in a bad sense
my thoughts: all power to the people
search for human encounter involves a risk
the fact of not wanting to know
interrogate indifference
vulnerability
finding the self in the black consciousness

Durban site of multi-ethnic alliances against apartheid—thinking about multi-ethnic coalitions and alliances in the Bay Area in the 1960s and 70s… the role of
black thought and blackness in each…

…&…

End of the night: Brazil won, but Neymar kneed in the
back: his world cup over, nearly paralyzed… joy and
pain in another rainbow nation…

prawn shack tunes call to mind vacationspot, anytown,
anycountry—costa rica, florida, hawaii: the macarena,
jump around, etc.
missing my family much much
…&…
a few beers at blue waters hotel in durban—miami
beachfront?
listening to poet richard quaz roodt talk about working in downtown Joburg—the drug called nyope all
around, craziness…

DAY 6
At the BAT centre in Durban, the evening.
Activist Ashwin Desai, came of age in the Black
Consciousness Movement, identified himself as a Black
South African, in Black Student Unions, etc.: “I’ve never felt more Indian than I do now, after Apartheid.”
Desai: “what did we do wrong, in this beautiful struggle, recognized all over the world?”
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…&…

DAY 7
This morning I saw the sun rise over the Indian Ocean.
I ran along the waterfront, where people were out early
(6:30): swimming, running, biking, playing volleyball,
playing soccer, walking, praying, fishing.
As it emerged from the horizon, the sun glowed red,
hazy, full, diffused into the sky, grey, yellow, blues,
purples.
Despite the midcentury beachfront high-rises with
names like Las Vegas or Blue Waters (the name of
our hotel) the beach feels open—open to Durban. Just
behind the oceanfront strip are more high-rise apartments, no shacks certainly, but working people.
Driving around Durban, the persistence of colonial and
apartheid architecture, buildings, monuments is very
noticeable. One wonders, when you try to remake a
society, to undo the structures that have existed, that
have oppressed and privileged, that have made unequal hierarchies, how the landscape holds onto what
came before. Even if new monuments and buildings are

constructed, the streets, parks, and spaces remain. The
thinking remains. Think, under apartheid: separate
walkways and entrances, parts of the hospitals, distinct
breaks in city neighborhoods. The thinking remains.
One of the most interesting aspects of the connection between apartheid-era and post-apartheid society
is the way that anti-apartheid spaces differ in these
two periods. We visited the Rainbow Restaurant on
Saturday afternoon for lunch. Located in Pinetown, a
suburb of Durban, a transfer point between the city and
the country. The Rainbow is a jazz club founded in the
late 1970s early 1980s by Ben Pretorius, born into an
Afrikaaner family, and Billy Mthembu. Pretorius spent
time in London, listening to music, attending Linton
Kwesi Johnson and Bob Marley concerts, and only decided to return and remain in South Africa after being
convinced by a friend that he could start a business
and use music to support the fight against apartheid.
Throughout the 80s, the Rainbow hosted jazz musicians from South Africa and elsewhere, and provided
one of the few social spaces for black and white South
Africans to be together. Because of pass laws and curfews for black South Africans, the Rainbow was a daytime joint. And that legacy remains. When we visited,
we came for lunch, the place was absolutely packed—
the clinking of beer bottles, the bass, drums, voices of
the music pointing toward what would be late nights
in the U.S.
But what is the Rainbow now? With music, with
the possibility of interaction and mixture across racial lines, during apartheid the Rainbow made an argument for the Rainbow nation—a society of equality,
inclusivity, interaction, free from personal and institutional racial discrimination. On Saturday afternoon,
our group from the JWTC entered the Rainbow, and
we did so with the appearance of the rainbow realized:
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international, multi-racial, female and male, queer and
straight. And certainly we entered a space in which we
were an anomaly. Predominantly male, and almost exclusively black (national and tribal differences aside
for the moment), there were few if any South Asian or
white people—the Rainbow founder and the current
owner/manager being the white exceptions. Though
I am not sure what the Rainbow looks and feels like
on other days, the fact that regulars wanted not only
photographs with us but of us suggested to me that our
group seemed to the regulars a real surprise: a rainbow
in the Rainbow.
When the rainbow—the trademark of this nation
and the dream of people around the world, such as
those in my home in the San Francisco Bay Area—is a
surprise, what does that mean? And when it is a reality,
even an expectation—in those hip, multi-racial pockets
in Joburg, London, New York, or the Bay Area—what
does that mean?
The work of the JWTC bus is to say this: our dreams
of possible futures must not assume the rainbow or the
absence thereof. Our work is not to sit in the Rainbow
on a Saturday afternoon and look for the beginning
or the ending of the rainbow; these do not exist. Our
work is to see more clearly the drops of water through
which the rainbow appears. This is the first step. The
next must come from this knowledge, but it won’t come
from a seminar room in a university, or even from this
bus of intellectuals and academics. It will come from
minibuses and public buses from Pinetown to Oakland,
California—buses as our jazz clubs and homes of the
rainbow. Our last stop: the Rainbow Restaurant in
Pinetown. Next stop?

very brown landscape wyoming? montana? colorado?
the western, the indian, the cowboy, the settler, the
frontier (see stagecoach at Museum Africa, Spur Steak
Ranches restaurant chain)
trailblazers...

DAY 8
on the bus
through kwazulu natal
to the bantustan of the transkei
accepted independence from south africa in 1970s
great deal of soil erosion, ex-homeland areas poor soil,
much soil erosion,
development policies tend to be urban oriented, still
not much potable water here
dual authority - traditional system has legal and de
facto authority with municipal structures for services
much corruption

relation between anticommunism and apartheid; cuba
and angola/mozabique relation; cuba and mandela’s
release
mandela’s house
sliding stone with others.
the sky, the landscape
sharing the personal relation to mandela: mine? a
schoolkid in berkeley?
the beer? what was it called?
music on the bus, singing

DAY 9
weather changes from rain and humidity to blue cold
skies and
the scenery spectacular
brown plains, now forests, canyons, mountains, farms,
concrete block houses, colored pink, mint green, beige,
white,
now the sun through the clouds, blue sky
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random thing here: on hair shop ads, photos showing
the variety of hairstyle choices, rapper Ludacris shows
up very often for the close cut caesar with intricate
sideburns and goatee

A few thoughts on interactions:
who speaks? how often? to whom? for what purpose?
to what end?
who speaks from personal experience? how? for what
reason?
what are the politics of race and making theory? how it
is made? for what end? Barbara Christian and the race
for theory?
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DAY 10

theorizing through music, through poetry, through the
essay, through dance/performance?
trying to theorize through personal experience without
centering that experience and having it dominate/colonize the ideas
how do we theorize?
where does the urge to speak come from?
how do local contexts open/constrain identities and
consciousness? what produces white boys, black boys,
etc. in South Africa? In Berkeley, CA?
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We arrived at the Steve Biko Center in Ginsberg, King
Williamstown on Sunday Night. Ginsberg is Biko’s
hometown, the black township, literally on the other
side of the tracks from the middle-class neighborhood
in King Williamstown. We stayed at a Hemingway’s
Guest House (pictures of Hemingway and his house in
Cuba in the dining room, but no evidence that he came
through the area—I’ll have to look that up, as it would
be interesting to place Hemingway in South Africa).
The center is the home of the Steve Biko Foundation,
which was established in 1998, the year after the
20th anniversary of his death while in detention in
Johannesburg. The center itself opened only 18 months
ago, with conference rooms, an adult and children’s library, a theater, amphitheater, bookstore, cafe/bar and
museum (mission: “memory, discovery, action”).
This morning (Tuesday), some others and I walk
from Hemingway’s to the SBC early, so we could make
a quick visit through the museum. As with every stop
on the trip, time was short, but I was able to skim
through it. The museum traces not only Biko’s life but
the development of his thought in the context of a longer history of diasporic black political thought.
One interesting detail was that Biko kept a copy
of Stokely Carmichael and Charles Hamilton’s Black
Power next to his bed. The relation here is a fascinating one, and it becomes even more so in the context of
Xolela Mangcu’s talk later that morning, which mapped
the intellectual history of black political thought in
South Africa since the 19th century.
One of the most emotionally affecting parts of
Mangcu’s talk had to do with the current landscape

of the university in South Africa. For example, the
racial demographics of the University of Cape Town
University are striking. UCT is the most internationally
renowned university in the country, and yet in a country that is about 80% black it remains majority white in
terms of students and faculty. Mangcu, in the sociology
department, made the point that the curriculum is similarly constituted, and he has been working to reframe
a history of the discipline to illustrate (at the very least
include) the tradition of black intellectual and sociological thought in South Africa.
The curriculum seems to reflect the state of investment in arts, culture, and education on the part of the
current South African government. (The Biko center
was funded almost entirely by private capital. This
point is not a small one.) The situation makes a forceful case for Black Studies in South Africa. Not simply a
study of black people, but a discipline in the tradition
of 1960s Black Studies: always political, always antiracist, always interested in the consequences of scholarship beyond the academy. (Of course the particular
strategies of working toward that mission must be rethought and redesigned for the present. We stay blind
to changing conditions and the need to adapt at our
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own peril. And to transport a discipline wholesale from
one place to another is naive, impossible. But it is an
interesting question to think about how Black Studies
might function in a majority black country. What work
could it do? For whom? How? Whatever the answers
might be and whatever the shape of a South African or
global Black Studies might be, the need for an explicitly
anti-racist, future-oriented discipline, grounded in the
long tradition of Black intellectual history, is clear.
…&…
Knysna for the night
brazil v germany: total destruction

DAY 11
Morning walk in Knysna to heavily policed waterfront
suburb, that looked like any grey, waterfront townhouses in the world. One road in one road out: black
people walked or came on buses in; white people drove
new cars out. Locked gates and bridges to reach residences. Surrounded by fantastic yachts, upscale bars
and restaurants, real estate shops, boutiques, boating
and water sport shops.

DAY 12
walk from hotel Inn at the Square up government ave,
through park past parliament to hiddingh campus,
UCT
Final open discussion: relation between the personal
and the structural as a dominant thread of thought…
A mandate, a move forward, a manifesto as a culmination of the workshop: possible? what would it look like?
lunch at miriam’s kitchen
…&…

…&…
from Knysna to swellendam (dutch architecture) for
lunch; from swellendam to cape town
to fruit district, then wine district
farm lands, mountains, settler areas—the cowboy, the
rancher, etc.
from brown, poor soil in the east to green and productive here in the west
the landscape of development, etc.
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black popular culture
Gina Dent plays/thinks through gregory porter “there
will be no love dying here”
Neo Muyanga traces the history of “revolting music”
black popular culture as a way to link the personal and
the structural
black studies (global) as a site/sight from which to engage these concerns

black studies as interdisciplinary, as political, as
antiracist
quick walk down to Centre for the Book
Angela Davis
sitting on stage as the choir, the parliament, the hype
women and men
the command, the humility, the optimism, the joy, the
clarity of thought
from maracana, trayvon, israel/palestine apartheid,
the kissing case, so many connections
the shock of racism
the exception and the quotidian
dinner at the turkish restaurant… a lot of love and
thanks going around

DAY 13
Elliot played this for us:
When the lights shut off
And it’s my turn to settle down
My main concern
Promise that you will sing about me
Promise that you will sing about me
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electricity for sale in shops—the meter in the house,
voucher provides a number that you enter into the meter for more juice

white man) said: “i don’t like those people. they have
money but don’t want to pay rent. they have everything. they steal electricity, satellite tv. they don’t want
to do anything. i don’t understand them.”

what can we learn from the hood/slum? how? why?
…&…
i fell asleep during the hood tour, and wasn’t the only
one—significance?
lack of trees in these spaces, the electric wires as umbrellas or christmas trees radiating from posts
I said when the lights shut off
And it’s my turn to settle down
My main concern
Promise that you will sing about me
Promise that you will sing about me
- Kendrick Lamar, “Sing about Me, I’m Dying of Thirst”
(2012)

…&…
district six museum, in a church, stained glass windows—a secular, holy black space.
maps, poems, banners of sewn fabrics.
thinking about land reclamation as more than land but
as memory—what is the role of a museum?

…&…

DAY 14
on the bus from kalk bay back to cape town:
given the choice to go back to district six either through
white left suburbs or through edge of townships, thinking about either privilege or punishment, respectively.
isn’t this choice in itself a problem as if privilege and
punishment don’t exist everywhere. what is ghetto
porn in the archive?
rare for cross-class interactions, for folks who don’t live
in townships to go there: sometimes family of new middle class arrivals remain; social services or academics
who work, study in townships, etc.
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going home
shuttle driver talking about craziness of the minibus
drivers
i asked about laws for car seats and children, he told a
story about a woman who was breastfeeding and driving, got into an accident and killed both herself and
child.
driving past townships and shacks, i asked about the
new apartments with solar water heaters on the roof
next to a neighborhood of shacks. shuttle driver (not a

at airport, ruha, angela and gina all on my flight from
cape town to joburg on mango air. we collected our
bags together and navigated back to the international
check in gates, where we exchanged hugs, well wishes,
and said goodbye. the ordinariness of this errand, this
collective move through the airport was very meaningful for me. i found those moments of basically casual
interaction, the mundane act of gathering suitcases, or
moving from one lecture to another, or simply standing
at the sliding stone as mandela once did to be a very
powerful part of the trip for me. the solidarity of our
task, the two week intersection of our paths in life and
on that task—my ability to observe, listen, and learn—
provides me with inspiration and energy, provides me
with confidence. interesting thinking about ruha and
gina, who listened, didn’t speak much in our whole
group discussions. this speaks to me as a scholar. the
power of our critique depends on our ability to listen
and listen closely. as we waited for our luggage, i told
the three of them that i appreciated having the opportunity to learn from them, and that it meant a lot to
me. ruha thanked me for the poem i wrote, that form
of sharing. “we all have our gifts to give, i guess” was
my reply. this was a fortunate sendoff for me—a closure
that was clearer in terms of the work i hope to do, the
minds and approaches i hope to model myself after, to
contribute what I can. clearer than the closing discussion, the last day of the workshop, the idea of a mandate or manifesto, than the party even.
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…&…
i’ll miss the argentina-germany world cup final: i’ll be
in the air. thinking...
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“I’M NOT A RACIST, I’M A REALIST”: THE
ARCHIVE OF THE NON-RACIAL, AFRICA
AND THE SOUTHERN ATLANTIC

“one cannot speak about race in a way that is
neutral because simply by being seen one is
marked.”

Jess Auerbach
Stanford University

terror, and I wondered ‘how do you fall in love? And
when you have fallen in love, how do you dance, and
to what music? What does race look like in a former
Portuguese colony where millionaires wear gold on the
streets of Luanda and the emergent middle class goes
to Brazil to get their university degrees? What can we
learn if we think about race with a Portuguese vocabulary from our location at the tip of Africa?’
Lusotropicalism is the most well-known of the theories of the post-racial to have emerged from within the
Portuguese speaking world, and it is worth noting that
it did so long before the idea of the non-racial was articulated in English. It argues, very simply, that thanks
to a happy proclivity of sex facilitated by the warm climates of the Portuguese colonies, racial mixing quickly
occurred within the Southern Atlantic spaces of the
former Portuguese empire and the ‘problem’ of race
barely had time to be seen before it was suffocated out
through orgasm (Boxer, 1961; Freyre, 1933; Simões,
2011; Telles, 2005).
This said, the Portuguese themselves were only reluctantly considered ‘white’ according to European racial hierarchies of the eighteenth and nineteenth century (Almeida, 2004), and only grudgingly accepted as
such in South Africa in the twentieth (Bethencourt &
Pearce, 2012; Glaser, 2010) – yet they were undoubtedly European, and their maritime empire was profoundly important for the development of pre-industrial revolution modernity.
This empire left powerful traces that form an important ‘archive of the non-racial’ extending from the 15th
century to the present (Paquette, 2013; Santos, 2002;

How do we get beneath the skin?
This seemed to me the objective of the theme, archives of the non-racial, yet in almost two weeks on
the bus, the importance of skin was overwhelmingly returned to, overwhelmingly emphasized. That it should
have been so is no surprise given the context of our
discussion, a journey through a place marked overwhelmingly by epidermal scars – both of history and
of those present. Unlike certain philosophical tropes or
mathematical formulae, one cannot speak about race
in a way that is neutral because simply by being seen
one is marked. Yet ultimately there is a risk in this of
repetitive dialogue that reaffirms again and again what
one knows to be true.
In my theoretical and ethnographic work I have
tried to find new perspectives, working from a hunch
that in teaching young South Africans, simply repeating apartheid categories rubs against the grain. It is not
that these categories don’t matter, but that the ‘bornfrees’, as they are called with such saccharinity, are
often themselves seeking different shapes of identity.
Repeating what the older generation knows to be true
in the classroom is therefore necessary for historical
literacy, but at times appears to freeze the present, and
importantly often ignores the rest of Africa, never mind
most of the globe.
Changing perspective from and into South Africa, I
went North-West. I began to look at Angola, a country
known in South Africa as a place of war, trauma and
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Thornton, 2012) that overlaps that of South Africa, but
also poses different questions of scholarship and lived
experience. Let me illustrate ethnographically, and
here I draw from 20 months of ethnographic fieldwork
undertaken in Angola and in Brazil between 2011 and
2014.
Cine Kalunga, in Benguela, Angola, is a colonial era
open-air cinema recently resuscitated and sometimes
used as a concert venue. In early February of this year,
the well-known Angolan musician Yannick Afroman
gave a performance there. My friends and I arrived
late, and worked our way up the crowded, sloped seating arena, being careful not to knock either our own
or others’ drinks into what appeared a sea of gleaming
electronic-tablet screens aimed at the stage and set to
record. Not long after, in his rendition of the song ‘Eu
Não Sou Racista, Sou Realista’ (meaning ‘I am not a
Racist, I am a Realist’), the artist gave the most succinct summary of the theory of Lusotropicalism and its
critiques that I have come across. “In Angola” he sang,
“the only things we don’t have complexes about are
drinks and sex.1” You may have a party, and you may
sleep with whomever you desire, but beyond that social
stratification is both somber and sober.
The ironies of the challenge to the non-racial presented by the Lusophone case are captured further in
the same song, the refrain of which speaks to the ‘need’
for a ‘moral lesson’ that might free Angolans ‘from
mental slavery2’ – the very condition that modernity is
supposed to have done away with via the tools of democracy and freedom, predicated on an equal – and
legal - understanding of ‘the human.’ After performing this song Afroman spoke to the audience and assured us he was okay with the Portuguese being back in
Angola given the cold and the state of the economy ‘up
north’, though he admitted he was uncomfortable with
The Salon: Volume Eight
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the Chinese and briefly suggested they might want to
go home. Quickly returning to his Lusophone ‘brothers from Portugal’, he asked where in the audience they
were. “Caralho” he said into his microphone – a distinctly Brazilian word for the love-making expletive –
“and the first Portuguese to stand up is a black3!!”
Sinophobia at an Angolan rock concert in 2014
speaks as much to economics as it does to race, and today as ever the two remain closely imbricated – complicated in Angola by a state wrestling with its own understanding of the values of human populace as it transitions from socialism to capitalism. A recurring response
in answer to the question ‘Is Angola capitalist or socialist today?’ is “nos estámos ainda em uma aprendizagem
para capitalismo” – we are still in an apprenticeship/a
learning of capitalism. Yet learning capitalism from
whom? Apprenticed to what? In this learning, what is
the capital of capitalism that will be valued and traded?
And what does this have to do with skin?
This debate is anchored in a long history in which
a ‘mixed’ elite emerged on Africa’s South-West coast
that assumed political and economic control that they
have maintained successfully to this day (Birmingham,
2012; Corrado, 2008; Ovádia, 2011; Pimenta, 2012;
Thornton, 2012). Almost exclusively Catholic, it grew
out of a trade across what Alberto Costa da Silva provocatively refers to as ‘a river called the Atlantic’ (Costa
da Silva, 2003), and who/what crossed the ‘river’ the
most was slaves4.
In the years that followed the abolition of slavery,
Brazil developed an international reputation as a country that had ‘solved’ race issues through its welcoming of
racial mixture, whilst largely erasing a history in which
genocide and domination were key (Alexandre, 2011;
Frye, 2000; Maciel, Primeiro, & Brookshaw, 2007).
This history was finally forced into sharp focus at the

“I’M NOT A RACIST, I’M A REALIST”

World Conference Against Racism held in Durban in
2009 (Telles, 2005). This latter event reminds us that
South Africa’s extreme experiences of racial separation
at times allow the country to hold up a kind of magic
mirror to the word, in which other states have been
forced to regard themselves more truthfully. This kind
of mirroring was perhaps the purpose of the JWTC bus,
though we did not give very much space to discuss it.
Many Angolans who travel to Brazil describe becoming conscious of race in new ways whilst there.
It is the country with the largest population of ‘black’
people5 outside of Nigeria, and yet because of the denialism that Lusotropicalism allowed, it is only in recent
years that a sense of ‘black consciousness’ has become
possible to articulate (Ramos, 2010) outside of and beyond the sphere of slave descent. Lusophone migrant’s
contribution to this dialogue within Brazil has been
significant.
I saw this in action some weeks ago when at a protest against racial stereotyping in mainstream media an
Angolan student grabbed the microphone and said “we
are all black brothers, united against the tyranny of other people deciding who we are – they do not understand
us!” We, in this case, are black people of the Southern
Atlantic, they the ‘white’ leaders of Brazil’s Globo media powerhouse. Yet most of the people gathered furiously in the square would not be considered black in
South Africa, and even the whiteness of the Globo’s elite
would be called up to question with an apartheid era
ruler. This is the madness of the epidermal scars that
are lived each day in South Africa, where judging on
sight so often turns us blind (Nyamnjoh, 2012).
Let me give one final ethnographic insight this
time returning to Angola. I was asked by a friend who
ran the local campus of an inter-luso-national private
university, to do a workshop with his professors on

“This is the madness of the epidermal scars that are
lived each day in South Africa, where judging on
sight so often turns us blind.”
research methods and publication. “Tell them what science means” he implored me, “we are all learning how
to ask questions after the war”. Angola is a strongly
Christian country, and as part of the workshop I said,
“Let’s speak about Islam – who are Muslims?” And like
in many discussions I had already had there, I heard a
narrative of terrorist oppression and stereotype. Then
I showed a picture of an obliging friend of ambiguous
racial origin with clear eyes and a smile, and asked who
he was, and they said he is a nice young man with a good
future ahead of him, and I told them about his kindness
and intelligence and they nodded with warmth. “He’s
from Turkey” I mentioned after a time, and there was
a stunned silence before an elderly teacher asked with
some incredulity “that means he is a Muslim?”
My point is that, to echo NoViolet Bulawayo, we
need new names (Bulawayo, 2011). Whilst this iteration
of the JWTC was very successful in engaging literatures
and experiences from the South Africa and the United
States, and gave space for some discussion of Jamaica
and Australia, I do not think that we as scholars can
afford to ignore Africa, nor “the East,” nor Central and
Southern America. If we hope to equip our students
for citizenship in a time of drones and Ebola, fracking
and ISIL and Ferguson and Marikana, in a world that
is hotter and hotter and intimately, amorously, connected, we have to go deeper than skin
As the case of Angola illustrates, vast ‘archives’ exist
in the rest of the continent that not only can, but must,
be explored if South Africa is to continue to offer tools
of racial reflection to those who look in. If we don’t use
these tools, we run the risk of becoming a traumatized
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nation constantly opening our bandages to look at our
wounds, of showing these wounds to trusted friends
who we know will give us sympathy, and in the process we run the risk of failures in observation. Just as
Angola is so much more than a war-torn corrupt petrocapitalist site of suffering, so too is South Africa – and
it has always been – much more than a four-category
construction of neatly racialized spaces and neatly pigmented bodies, and I think that we need to reflect on
that. As we all like to tell undergrads, the argument
must be contextualized, and in this case, I suggest some
contextualization with reference to Africa. And we
should also acknowledge that members of the new generation, who are learning in a time of unprecedented
global mobility, have been making a lot of love.

ENDNOTES

1 In Portuguese: “Em Angola, só não temos complexos na
bebida e no sexo” ” (for lyrics see Afroman, 2009).
2 “Eu não sou racista sou realista/ Mwangolé precisa
de uma lição de moral/para se libertar da escravidão
mental” trans. ‘I am not a racist but a realist/Angolans
need a moral lesson/to liberate them from mental
slavery.’
3 “A primeira Tuga (colloq. Portuguese) levantado é um
preto”! [fieldwork notes 08.02.2014]
4 The Portuguese at the time, however, were themselves
‘enslaved’ by debt to the British, and a messy, violent
form of emergent capitalism took hold, held together by a
broad cultural rubric known (and critiqued) as Lusofonia
(Arenas, 2005; Lourenço, 1999; Margaridol, 2011) –
the spreading of a particularly ‘Portuguese’ culture
encapsulated by language
5 Classification is often contested, see (Telles, 2005)
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AFFECTIVE JOURNEYING
A PHOTOGRAPHIC ESSAY ON THE JOHANNESBURG WORKSHOP IN
THEORY AND CRITICISM (JWTC): ARCHIVES OF THE NON-RACIAL
Tana Nolethu Forrest
University of Cape Town
I travelled with you, I changed amongst you – I cannot
forget you.

“I belong in these places. I belong to and with people
here and there. And I long for each in its absence, and
neither is complete without the other.”
– Aimee Carrillo Rowe, Be Longing: Toward a
Feminist Politics of Relation, 2005
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“What is the work of non-racialism?” – Kelly Gillespie, JWTC, 2014

Southern trees bear strange fruit
Blood on the leaves and blood at the root
Black bodies swinging in the southern breeze
Strange fruit hanging from the poplar trees
– Abel Meeropol, Strange Fruit, first performed by
Billie Holiday in 1939
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“Dreaming is a political practice.” – Achille Mbembe, JWTC, 2014
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“I think together we can reimagine the present.”
– Angela Davis, JWTC, 2014
72
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“Caminante, no hay puentes, se hace puentes al
andar… Voyager, there are no bridges, one builds
them as one walks…” – Gloria Anzaldúa, foreword to
This Bridge Called My Back, 1981
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“Invisibility is not always a sign of powerlessness, it can also be a
strategy of resistance and survival.” – Françoise Vergés, JWTC, 2014
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“Seek life’s laughter.” – Maya Angelou, Syracuse University Lecture, 2004
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“One cannot think well, love well, sleep well, if one has not dined well.” – Virginia Woolf, A Room Of One’s Own, 1929
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None of us can do it alone. It will be done and we will do it together. It’s wonderful to learn “I am not alone”.
– Audre Lorde, I Am Your Sister Conference, 1990
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“We have to figure out how to read the silences of the archives. And certainly women are almost consistently
absent - masses of women who participated in these struggles.” – Angela Davis, JWTC 2014
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“Shit is racial.” – Dolores Godeffroy, JWTC, 2014
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Abrem-se as portas
E a Diáspora se levanta
Espanta
A dor, o medo, a dúvida
Desconfianças
Inseguranças
Complexos de inferioridade
Inconsciência
Esquecimento
Não dá mais pra disfarçar
A hora é agora
Chegou o momento
Identidade
Qual é a sua?
Quem é você?
Seus pais?
E os pais de seus pais?
Qual a origem da sua cultura?
De onde vieram seus ancestrais?
Pois respeitar quem veio antes
É ensinar quem vem depois
Conhecer a história
Ativar a memória
Saber quem é quem
Dar nome aos bois:

E todos os que lutaram e deram a vida pra que pudéssemos estar aqui agora
Neste momento, entramos em cena, pedimos a todos
a participar

E no passado nos foi concedida a permissão
para começar
Planto os meus santos
Abro o meu canto
Me visto de fé, de amor e de paz
Vejo uma estrela se aproximando
Toda a grandeza dos orixás
O brilho da Lua, do Ferro e do Fogo
A Terra, a Lama, o Vento e o Mar
Peço licença e vou chegando
Respeito e humildade
Eu quero é cantar.
obrigada senhor. Obrigada.

– Roberta Estrela D’Alva e Eugênio Lima, DIÁSPORA

***Ângela Davis, Luiza Mahin, Patrick Lumumba,
Amílcar Cabral,Solano Trindade, Mestre Irineu,
Malcolm X e James Brown,
Steve Biko, João Cândido, , Bob Marley, Huey P.
Newton, Nelson Mandela, Martin Luther King, pastor
na vida e na morte,
guerreiro da marcha, da libertação
e de todos os mártires da paz perseguida.
Abolicionistas, guerrilheiros, lutadores, guerreiros,
quilombolas
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Let me hold you
and with these words
give myself to you
– Makhosazana Xaba, ‘Words’ in These Hands, 2005
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Well the death of love is everywhere
But I wont let it be,
There will be no love dying here for me.
There will be no love that’s dying here
– Gregory Porter, ‘No Love Dying’ in Liquid Spirit, 2013
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“If we believe in freedom we cannot rest.” – Angela Davis, JWTC, 2014
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JWTC FRAGMENTS
Roberta Estrela D’Alva
Actress-MC, activist, director, singer, slammer,
researcher and spoken word artist
FRAGMENT 2
Hage and hate.
“Die pig!”
It was all I could think after ten minutes in front of
a television in the Apartheid Museum that was showing the image of Verwoerd, the minister of Apartheid,
blood pouring from the nose and mouth after a murder
attempted in 1960.
The attempt failed. I subsequently learned that six
years later, he had been stabbed to death. And in some
hidden recondite of my being, again I gave the verdict:
he got what he deserved.
“Emotional issues are political issues”, the words of
Professor Achille Mbembe still echo in my mind. Fact:
to deal with racism’s subjects, is to deal with hate.
Poisoned blood. The powerful energy that fits like a
glove for the purposes of destruction. And still so powerful, that it can also construct. So, how ought we to
deal with this ?
That’s where art comes in. Society needs the voices of its poets, discourses plucked out of the erosion
of utility, that can act in an “out of time” field, or as
a “time machine” (as our Neo magician Muyanga remembered). Something that can direct such tectonics;
violent, vengeful and painful energies to a creative cry
of liberty. That’s the vital importance of James Brown’s
tribal scream, the deep 20 minutes trance that Fela
let’s us intp, the “Get up! Stand up!” of Bob Marley’s
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instruction, the beats from Kool Herc, Bambaataa and
Grandmaster Flash and the entire the hip-hop revolution. All the blues, the jazz, samba and capoeira. Those
are all medicine for bodies and minds mistreated and
sick, full of fury and rage. The frequency of this poetics of culture gives voice to the voiceless. This is the
injected antidote into the veins that works faster than
anything. A verse by Racionais Mc’s (the most important and prolific rap band in Brazil) can wash away the
inferiority complex of a 14 year old boy, built by 400
years of slavery. I saw, and I see this happening everyday. Boys taking pens rather than guns, and spitting
their rage with words. Still violent, still aching, but living instead of dying. And letting live rather than killing.
Well. This is nothing new. This is not genius. Maybe
I may have written it to convince myself that art is still
a way forward. So I do not give up when face to face
with my own hatred. I did not succumb face to face
with my own individualism and cowardice. In the end
I’m one more someone who tries to live in this turbulent world. Simple and complex. Like poetry.
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WHERE THERE ARE NO OTHERS
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JWTC FRAGMENTS
Roberta Estrela D’Alva
Actress-MC, activist, director, singer, slammer,
researcher and spoken word artist
FRAGMENT 3
In honor of Ms Angela
“Good evening
The poem that I’ll share with you now is something
I wrote some time ago, in 2003, and at that time I
had no idea that one day I would be traveling through
South Africa on a bus with all these wonderful people,
knowing this amazing land and learning the history of
their leaders, such as Nelson Mandela, Steve Biko, the
Sisulus, and many others. And I could never imagine
that Professor Angela Davis would be on this trip.
This is a privilege. A blessing. Having here someone
who, like all these great leaders, did so much for us.
And that, as these great leaders, sacrificed their lives,
their freedom in the name of our.
Looking at you right now, Ms Angela, I think how
urgent it is that our ideas again become dangerous. As
your ideas were and still are. How were the ideas of all
the leaders of which we spoke here
Yes, you are right: “This is our time”
And this poem I wrote has to do with this feeling.
Trying to be useful to my country, to my community, to
combat racism. I’ll say it in Portuguese because I really
want to do it ‘by heart’, but let me first explain what
it is about.
The poem is called “Diáspora.” And in this case
Diaspora is as an entity that will be moving and sweeping entire unconsciousnesses, oblivion, fear, inferiority

complexes, and going, going, going and goes finding
those dead and living leaders on the way , waves at
them, thanks them, asks them the blessing, and then
going, and going and finally asks for the license and the
blessing of the orixás so we can continue on the way,
struggling and protected from all evil and those who
conspire against us account and freedom. That’s more
or less it...
So now Ms Angela, we offer you this poem as a
way to pay our tribute and as a way to express all our
gratitude, love and respect for everything that you have
done for us and for all that you represent to us.

DIÁSPORA
Abrem-se as portas
E a diáspora se levanta
Espanta
A dor, o medo, a dúvida
Desconfianças
Inseguranças
Complexos de inferioridade
Inconsciência
Esquecimento
Não dá mais pra disfarçar
A hora é agora
Chegou o momento
Identidade
Qual é a sua?
Quem é você?
Seus pais?
E os pais de seus pais?
Qual a origem da sua cultura?
De onde vieram seus ancestrais?
Pois respeitar quem veio antes
É ensinar quem vem depois

Conhecer a história
Ativar a memória
Saber quem é quem
Dar nome aos bois:
Ângela Davis, Luiza Mahin, Patrick Lumumba,
Amílcar Cabral,
Solano Trindade, Mestre Irineu, Malcolm X e
James Brown
Steven Biko, João Cândido, Huey. Bob Marley,
P. Newton, Nelson Mandela, Marthin Luther
King,
pastor na vida e na morte,
guerreiro da marcha, da libertação
e de todos os mártires da paz perseguida.
Abolicionistas, guerrilheiros, lutadores, guerreiros, quilombolas
E todos os que lutaram e deram a vida pra que
pudéssemos estar aqui agora.
Neste momento, entramos em cena, pedimos a
todos a participar
E no passado nos foi concedida a permissão
para começar
Planto os meus santos, abro o meu canto
Me visto de fé, de amor e de paz
Vejo uma estrela se aproximando
Toda a grandeza dos orixás
O brilho da lua, do ferro e do fogo
A terra, a lama, o vento e o mar
Peço licença e vou chegando
Respeito e humildade
Eu quero é cantar
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DIASPORA (translation)

And of all the martyrs of the pursued peace

The doors are opened
And the Diaspora rises
Despises
The pain, the fear, the doubt
Disparities
Insecurities
Inferiority complexes
thoughtlessness
forgetfulness
It can’t be disguised anymore
The time is now
The moment has arrived
Identity
What’s up?
Who are you?
Your parents
The parents of your parents and on , and on
What’s the origin of your culture?
Where did your ancestors come from?
Because to respect those who came before
Is to teach those who after come (come after?)
To activate the history
To activate the memory
To know who is who
Who is here, who is gone:

Abolitionists, warriors, fighters, quilombolas we take
a bow
And all of those who have struggled and have given
their lives so that we could be here now
In this moment, we get on the scene, and ask everybody to take part
And in the past has been given to us the permission
to start
I plant my saints
I open my song
I dress myself with faith, love and peace
I see a star approaching
All the greatness of the orishas
The shine of the moon, of the iron and of the fire
The land, the mud, the wind and the sea
I ask permission and come
Respect and humbleness
All I want is to sing.

Ângela Davis, Luiza Mahin, Patrick Lumumba,
Amílcar Cabral,
Solano Trindade, Mestre Irineu, Malcolm X e
James Brown
Steven Biko, João Cândido, Huey. Bob Marley, P.
Newton, Nelson Mandela, Martin Luther King,
Minister in life and death,
Warrior of the march of liberation
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HANDWRITTEN POEM
SA Smythe
University of California, Santa Cruz
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TRANSCRIPT AND CONTEXTUALISATION
OF JWTC NOTES
Sarah Godsell
University of the Witwatersrand
My notebook became a holding-space for a lot of
thought and emotion. Often this was written around,
rather than across, the page. I don’t do well with lines,
but it also helped to capture the explosive thought
processes, and then also connected things that found
themselves on the same page, accidentally but interestingly. Often, though, I noted things I found beautiful
or painful. Occasionally flow-lines that sometimes became hearts helped fill the spaces before I found the
words I wanted to keep.

Image 1 – From Ghassan Hage’s talk on the A-racial
in Ginsberg
Ghassan:
Roots that act as wings

Image 2: First stanza of ‘No, wait…’ Written
during the discussion after the Wopko Jensma
presentation in Swaziland
I am sorry for my bones
For their whiteness
I’m sorry that they have been fortified at
The expense of yours
No
Wait
I am sorry for my blood
That not enough of it was

Shed that
The blood on me
Was always yours
Not mine

Image 7: From the graveyard where Steve Biko is
buried, in Ginsberg.

Image 3: Note from the discussion on resistance
and underground in Swaziland. The anger there
was palpable.

ALL OF THE UNMARKED GRAVES

BIKO

Image 8: Notes on House on Fire venue in
Swaziland

No TRC for the frontline states

Image 4: Dolores [surname?] speaking scathingly
about the supposed peace that some people
spoke of in Swaziland, which allowed inter-racial
relationships.
It is this superficial peace, the right to sleep with a
white man

Image 5: When people started speaking personal
stories of struggle history in Swaziland

House on fire
Has lollipops in the sky
And fire trees
And is a carved
Space of a curved
Space
And an ATM in the wall
But the mountains hold
They do not judge
They do not speak

We have kept these stories for so long, when we tell
them we don’t know where to start.

Image 9: Note from Ghassan’s talk on the a-racial,
Ginsberg, with fragments of our poetry set
underneath it

Image 6: Quotes from the Wopko Jensma poems
read by Quaz Roodt

That moment of escape is crucial to hold onto
(but not at [the] least expense of power-relations)

We have to face the rage
This little piece of rust in my heart

[i.e. if the moment of escape comes at the expense of
an awareness of the power-relations it is self-defeating
and dangerous]

Nie alle diere is olifante nie

Image 10: I don’t know where this is from at all!
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You can also write and speak by offering gifts

Image 11: Title-list of the opening act for the poetry
session in Ginsberg. Ayana, Danai, Sarah
Speed of slow
Growing up
Blue
Violence
Country of singing
On the rock
In the fire
Maps
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LIQUID BONES
PART I
The devil has gone neoliberal
He has won over the warlords
And he is coming after each of us
His path is laid slowly,
He is in no hurry.
He plants flowers of promise on our paths,
He finds our favourite colours,
Sells us a dream that we can change the world
		

If we work hard enough

Or that we can at least be happy.
He is most dangerous then,
But we do not know it
He draws us each onto our own path:
We can no longer hold hands, but
We do not notice.
There is a promise of family at the end,
That one person to love who will stop the pain.

PART II
As we walk the flowers start to wilt, then die.
We push forward
The promise is still there
If we endure
The path grows dark.
The ground turns slick.
The only plants now are grasping, enclosing trees

TRANSCRIPT AND CONTEXTUALISATION OF JWTC NOTES

There is no green here.
It is here we grow desperate,
Call out for some one
Anyone
Our legs begin to grow weak and there,
Still, is that promise
If we work hard enough,
If we endure,
We will make it.         
		

PART III
If we are lucky some of our cries weave together
If we are lucky some of our cries still have enough force
Enough magic
To save us
They weave themselves over our heads
Tying our paths back together
We grasp each other
Tight! Tight! Don’t let go!
This is a battle
We cannot stop screaming.
Our cries form wings, feathers,
a huge bird over our heads
She beats her wings in the devil’s face and
He must retreat
He must retreat
Because our voices made wings strong enough to save us.
If we are lucky.
If we are lucky
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We are dressing each other’s wounds, planting flowers in them,
        
Weeping and playing.

PART IV
If we are not lucky
If our hands do not find each other
the path just grows darker     
the dark grows thicker  
the mud creeps up our legs     
We cannot move  
Our voices are swallowed by the devil’s laughter and there is no
us
There is only me, me alone,
me in pain and me unable,
with liquid bones and no hope
It is all my fault.
The trees suggest it first,  
They whisper:
“You have no place here.
No one will touch you in this dark.”
I cannot call anyone to me.
This is mine. Alone. And I cannot manage.

PART V
I choose what is no longer a choice because I there already.
The devil who has laid my path so carefully
opens his palm for his last flourish,
crushes me in it.
Alone.

PART VI
		
The devil has gone neoliberal.
He has won over the warlords
Filled the sky with drones
He has licked the bank notes and infiltrated the unions.
		
But he will not win the sky!
Those of us who were lucky,
Those with liquid bones that sing with the voices of birds
We will send our birds to wrest the ones he grabs from his fists
		
He will only have a moment of triumph
And then, on the wings of our birds,
We will never be alone.

The sky will try and sing me hope, if she sees me…
But the trees have enclosed me,
the devil’s laughter has swallowed me,
I can see no way
No way up, or forward, or back.
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PRIVILEGE
I wish you had been harder on us
That you had expected as much from us as you did
From others
I don’t know how
There had been so much blood,
Most of it was not ours
I wish you had been as hard on us
As you were on your people
Asking them to forgive
I wish you had asked us more
That we,
We had done more
That we had shown we were worthy of being forgiven
That is was not so easy for us now
To say thank you
To call you Tata
To say thank you for allowing us to keep our privilege.

TRANSCRIPT AND CONTEXTUALISATION OF JWTC NOTES
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This country of blood
where if I spit
your blood comes out
my mouth
This blood that not even the mountains can hold,
This country made of singing.
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WOPKO POEMS

II

SA Smythe
University of California, Santa Cruz

This country of blood where if I spit
Your blood comes out of
My mouth

I

This blood that not even the mountains can hold,

You disappeared in
		
the fire

This country made of singing.

then 40 years later you
opened your mouth

III

fire spewed out
you burned our eyebrows
off
burned off our clothes

I was at your rebirth
In Swaziland
Where your death started
You were greeted with a breathless awe
That you did not get
The first time round

burnt off the skin we tent ourselves in
until we were just
		bones
a collection of skeletons – teeth chattering
and open
to the breeze of bullets your words blew through us
unprotected from the tears
that turn us to salt

TRANSCRIPT AND CONTEXTUALISATION OF JWTC NOTES
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STRANGE FRUITS, FORBIDDEN FRUITS, AND
ABJECT FRUITS. METAPHORS OF RACIALIZATION
AND SEXUALITY IN THE AMERICAS
Federico Navarrete
Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México
Strange fruits
Southern trees bear a strange fruit,
blood on the leaves and blood at the root,
black body swinging in the Southern breeze,
strange fruit hanging from the poplar trees.
Pastoral scene of the gallant South,
the bulging eyes and the twisted mouth,
scent of magnolia, sweet and fresh,
and the sudden smell of burning flesh.
Here is a fruit for the crows to pluck,
for the rain to gather, for the wind to suck,
for the sun to rot, for a tree to drop,
here is a strange and bitter crop.
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The poem “Strange Fruit” written by Abel Meeropol in
1937, inspired by this photograph, and made famous as
a song by Billie Holiday, became an emblem of the fight
against racism in the United States, and a memorial for
the countless victims of lynching in the American south.
Through the disturbing metaphor of the “strange fruit”
the poet and singer were able to speak openly about
this extreme form of racist violence.
One thing is particularly striking about the text:
despite the explicitness of its description of the hangings, there is only one racial reference, in the third
line. However, this passing allusion to a “black body”
(or “bodies” in the renderings of Holliday and Nina
Simone) is more than enough to give the whole poem/
song its profound meaning…
How can the mere mention of the “black” colour of
the skin evoke in most readers and listeners a whole
universe of historical, cultural, racial and even sexual
references?
Following Achille Mbembe (1) we can argue that
“blackness” becomes here a signifier for the centuriesold construction of the Black as a racialized Other. In
this tragic instance, the Black body was saturated with
menacing meanings: the threat posed by the lustful roving Black male to White female virtue, the peril posed
by Blacks in general, particularly young male Blacks, to
the segregated social order of the South, the specters of
criminality and animality frightfully condensed in the
color of the skin.
This is why this hanging body must remain nameless in its “blackness”, individuality has no place here.
The metaphor of the fruit also exhibits the dehumanization to which the “black bodies” were subjected by
those who attacked them so brutally.
The “black body” is a fraught historical construction born out of centuries of racism, enslavement,

segregation, the condensation of countless sexual, social, and physical fears, an object of suspicion, hatred,
and extreme violence. It is, indeed, the “strange fruit”
of a long, sad history.

FORBIDDEN FRUITS
[Las tres razas]
This peaceful painting, generally called “The Three
Races”, but titled “Equality before the Law” by the
Peruvian artist, Francisco Laso, who produced it in the
1850s, seems to represent a completely opposite arrangement of racialized bodies. The White “amito”, the
little lord, plays cards with a young Indian girl and a
nubile Black woman, generally assumed to be his servants. We are in a saloon, the three subjects are decently dressed, their attitude is of modesty and conviviality.
According to his author the scene represented the
desirable integration of the three races that constituted
the “Peruvian nation”. In a programatic text entitled
“The palette and its colours” (2) Laso defended the racial plurality of his country: “One may paint well with
a single colour, but it is better to paint with four, and
there is nothing bad in using thirty colours in the same
palette. According to Art, no colour is superior to the
others. Black, yellow, red and black are equally useful:
if they are combined adequately they will create an harmonious picture.”
He then mocks the “model of democratic liberty
of the United States” because in that country “the humanitarians hunt the coloured races with their hunting dogs.” In contrast, in Peru, democracy has always
existed “de-facto” because the conqueror Pizarro, “a
pig herder”, defeated the powerful Incas and had intercourse with the Indian women, as did other conquerors. He adds proudly: “Afterwards, Democracy further
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advanced when the Spaniards also mated with their
slaves of African race.”
Peru still lives under this “de-facto” racial democracy, which only needs to be consolidated through further
enlightenment: “If instead of arguing so much about
the epidermis, we provided instruction to Indians and
Zambos (mulattos), just through education, Indians
and Zambos would become White.”
In contrast with his optimistic discourse, Laso’s
painting seems strangely reticent. For starters, the
equality between the races assembled in the bourgeois
salon exists only in the game of cards they are playing: the mere possibility of their being together being
defined by the magnanimous invitation of the White
“amito”. Furthermore, as Mario Montalbetti points
out (3), the players are not really enjoying their game:
the shy white boy hides his face behind a stark black
cap; the virgin-like Indian girl seems stoic and hieratic (a very common way of depicting Indian women
as long-suffering passive symbols of the oppression of
their race); the older and sexually mature black young
woman does display a degree sensuality (and the image
of the Black seductress is another cliché of racism), but
the “amito” pays her no attention.
If we accept that the card game represents the
equality before the law defended by Laso it would seem
that its acceptance necessitates the exclusion of any
other kind of relation between the races, particularly
sexual intercourse, which is why the modest seductiveness of the Black woman must ignored by the “amito.”
Interpreters of the painting have attributed Laso’s
coyness to a personal history of shame regarding the
abuse of Indian servants in his family’s plantation (4).
However, it may also be read as a more wide ranging,
and paradoxical, injunction: if “de facto” democracy
was built upon the sexual predation of White males

STRANGE FRUITS, FORBIDDEN FRUITS, AND ABJECT FRUITS.

“The ‘black body’ is a fraught historical construction
born out of centuries of racism, enslavement,
segregation, the condensation of countless sexual,
social, and physical fears, an object of suspicion,
hatred, and extreme violence.”

on Indian and Black subordinate women, perhaps “de
jure” democracy (the improvement of the races under
a single law) requires the end of these sexual relations.
Thus miscegenation must stop for the Indians and
Black to become White through education, and the rule
of the law. The racialized bodies of the Indian and the
Black women must become forbidden fruits, devoid of
sexuality.

ABJECT FRUIT
[Cortés y Malinche]
This mural painting from 1926 by José Clemente
Orozco, one of the three most famous Mexican muralists of the Post-Revolutionary period presents a more
tragic, arrangement of racialized and sexualized bodies. In this scene, the couple formed by the Spanish
conquistador, Hernán Cortés, and his interpreter and
concubine, the Indian woman Malinche, are depicted
as the “Adam and Eve” of the Mexican mestizo race,
the founding parents of the nation, according to the

interpretation of the painting by the poet Octavio Paz,
the most influential thinker in 20th century Mexico.
Their coupling, however, is not a happy one. Cortés,
whose body seems to be the color of metal, confirming
his identity as a warrior, takes possession of the body
of Malinche in an imperative and overbearing way,
like his war booty. Indeed, at his feet lies the body of a
slain Indian man whose sacrifice is the prelude to the
taking of his woman by the triumphant conquistador.
Malinche’s body is naked and clearly sexualised, but
not seductive. Her dour expression (another instance
of the stoicism attributed to Indian women) is a sign
of resignation and of surrender, not desire. Thus the
conception of the new Mestizo race, is not presented
as a joyful occasion, but as the sad epilogue of defeat
and subjugation.
This bleak reading of Mestizaje is confirmed by
Paz’s interpretation of the historic figure of Malinche
in his paramount work on Mexican national identity,
Labyrinth of Solitude. In a chapter entitled “Children
of Malinche”, the author analyses the Mexican insult
chingar (to fuck, to screw over, to spoil) and defines the
figure of “la Chingada” (a feminine insult much stronger than the “fucked one”) as a paradigmatic female
figure opposed to the Virgin of Guadalupe (the most
worshipped Christian figure in Mexico). La Chingada
“is the violated Mother […] Her passivity is abject: she
does not resist violence, but is an inert heap of bones,
blood and dust. Her taint is constitutional and resides
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in her sex.” He then goes on to argue that Malinche is
the original la Chingada: “the Conquest was a violation,
not only in the historical sense but also in the very flesh
of Indian women. The symbol of this violation is doña
Malinche, the mistress of Cortés. It is true that she gave
herself voluntarily to the conquistador, but he forgot
her as soon as her usefulness was over. Doña Marina
becomes a figure representing the Indian women who
were fascinated, violated or seduced by the Spaniards.
And as a small boy will not forgive his mother if she
abandons him to search for his father, the Mexican
people have not forgiven La Malinche for her betrayal.
[…] When he repudiates La Malinche, the Mexican Eve,
as she was represented by José Clemente Orozco, the
Mexican breaks his ties with the past, renounces his
origins, and lives in isolation and solitude.” (5)
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This deeply misogynistic interpretation deprives
Malinche and all other Indian women of their agency;
their will and desires. Their fascination or seduction
have no value in the face of the absolute male power
of the Conquistadores (and, also, the discursive power
of the writer who condemns them). They can only be
chingadas (fucked ones, destroyed ones), betrayers,
thoroughly abject and despicable.
These are not the strange fruits of the threatening
male “black bodies”; nor are they the forbidden fruits
of the modest well behaved Indian and Black young
women invited to play the game of equality at the table
of their coy White master; they are the abject fruits of
racialized and sexualized subordinate women who deserve to be raped and discarded by their conquerors,
despised by their children and even insulted by high
minded poets.
These three bitter fruits of the racial history of the
Americas show us the tragic limits of non-racialism in
societies constituted by discrimination and colonialism: in the first the sexualised bodies of young Black
males must be destroyed to preclude any risk of miscegenation; in the second, the sexuality of the Black
and Indian females and the White males must be suppressed in order to achieve formal equality; in the
third, mestizaje can only be conceived as a brutal victory of masculine power over subjugated and degraded
feminine Indian bodies.

101-106, available in http://books.openedition.org/
ifea/1172.
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2014.
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1854-1869, Lima, Instituto Frances de Estudios
Andinos, 2003, pp. 13-49.
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QUNU POEMS
Danai Mupotsa
University of the Witwatersrand

1
On the rock.
We stand calmed still
for a moment of
engineered thought
And hot tears.

2
The thing most interesting
about happiness is that its
machinations demand the containment of violence
The face of beauty
Recalls us
Embraces us
Endears us
Warms us
And love
Contained in such extraordinary
Well perhaps just ordinary
Violence.

3
Creamy soft serve
delicious.
Creamy soft serve
Delicious around the mouth
And sweet
Creamy soft serve
delicious
With softened crunch that
comes in the end
Delicious.
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RAINBOW ROOM DRUNKEN POETRY PRESENTS SARAH CATERPILLARWINGS
GODSELL AND DANAI D-MU MUPOTSA ON A POEM-TREE

it comes in wave
flowing over lips
over tongue
over tongues

6 July 2014

DISCLAIMER: we feel unending waves of shame – drunk people should not
share poems so full of the word nipple with people they recently met. We can
only hope the poem is received in the spirit of Audre Lorde’s commandments.
Read us gently.
d-mu to the left
caterpillarwings to the right
lip smacking flavour
brain smacking tongues
monotony
refusal and a woundy,
bendy sometimes hard as rock
sometimes it’s so soft – rock

lip smacking flavour
on the tongue – with the tongue
through the tongue
and spit – it comes

ever really
but our commitments to
erasure remain to loudly, deliciously, proudly
a terrifying perverse – pleasuring sharpness
occasionally riffed off
riffed apart
riffed towards – whispered
gentle fingers on friend nipples

sometimes the rock gets smoothed
into sand by the waves
sometimes shattered
sometimes the shattering happens in the eyes
and blind, you look for sand grains
to fill your eye sockets
peche peche, galinha
peche do mama

and then it settles
because love doesn’t last.

in a ragey loving
committed
erased
erasing claiming of space
and voice and talk and monotony and plasticity and stiffness
so we stop rubbing nipples
because
because doesn’t ever last really and
our erasure
done and undone
is marked by white hot tears
and white hot orgasms and friends nipples
can be home also
and comfort and
bath bases for guerrilla wars
because
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because
doesn’t ever last
(until it does)
the dream of
the promise of
the nostalgia for
and all the taken for granteds
Todii?
if not now, then when
if not me, then who
if not
then
taken for granted is
also taken
(which we want sometimes)
until it makes us small
and in you smallness so fragile
even friends nipples
would crush us
THEN
we take ‘if not’ in out mouth and blow
until there are many seas
ragey, loving, committed
each erasure is undone by each gentle out
breath
on friends nipples
there is something so odd about

eating, eating, eating flesh
lip smacking flavour.
AFFECTIVE JOURNEYING
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HANDWRITTEN NOTES
Ghassan Hage
University of Melbourne
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JWTC FRAGMENTS
Roberta Estrela D’Alva
Actress-MC, activist, director, singer, slammer,
researcher and spoken word artist

Oxum, the Godess of Rivers and Waterfalls.
The owner of gold, intimacy, beauty, youth.
Aiê iê, Aiê ie
Aiê iê Mamãe Oxum
Aiê iê Oxumaré

FRAGMENT 4
The chants of the Mothers of Waters.
Nanã
the grandmother, Lady of the mysteries of life
and death, of standing water, lakes and mud.
Ê vovó , ê vovó, ê vovó, ê vovó
Ê vovó
É vovó que vai que vem vovó
Ê vovó
Nanã, Nanã, Nanã, Nanã, Nanã, Nanã
Ê vovó
Iemanjá,
the Queen of the Sea, representes motherhood
and love
is the “owner of heads”.
Iemanjá é a rainha do mar    
Iemanjá é a rainha do mar  
Iemanjá é a rainha do mar    
Iemanjá é a rainha do mar      
Salve o povo, Salve Ela
Salve meu Pai Oxalá
Salve Oxossi, salve os guias
Salve Ogum Beira Mar
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HOW TO GET OFF THE BUS
Sharad Chari
CISA, Wits University
Well, I did it. I got off first in Durban, and then after
a lot of hemming and hawing, a month later in Joburg.
Like others on it, I saw the bus transform from a container, a vector of intense conversation and a field day
for the common cold, into a metaphor for a longer journey, a detour through uncomfortable places and unpalatable pasts, a time machine, as Neo Muyanga prophesied, for travel to possible futures.
I think of other buses when I put up a photograph of
men in suits contemplating racial zoning in midcentury
South Africa.
This image of men in suits pointing at another image, a map, presumably in relation to the surroundings,
speaks in its layers to the enduring, impossible fantasy
of a white city of the future they are meant to see themselves in. This is Eurofuturism in Africa. We know that
while the times have changed, so has white space, and
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so have the fantasy projections that circulate around it.
Our bus drives by, touching the power of projections,
glimpsing a few individuals with means or the inclination to step outside the frame, including the remains
of a poet who steps out so widely that he is lost. We
can only touch these realities, looking through the windows of our own expectation; there are opportunities
and costs to this mode of mobile critique.
I want to ask Angela Davis and Gina Dent about
their bus trip through Palestine, and its parallels with
ours (well, half the journey I was direct witness to).
Despite all the internal love and solidarity, and also
alienation and awkwardness for some people and at
some moments, there are deeper questions to ask
about communitas on the fly. A friend in Durban who
was witness to one event said to me, “all this bus talk is
like being with a bunch of stoners.” And of course he
was right: get a group of very congenial and interesting
people together, and you have instant subculture, with
all its cryptic talk and shadow-play.
Getting off the bus is about moving on from this
false sense of security, and about using being moved
to connect with others in common cause. We write
and make work, in the best of times, in order to communicate something to another we do not know and
perhaps never will. Getting off the bus is also about, to
paraphrase Achille Mbembe, “becoming alien to one’s
assignations…as a way of constituting a utopian surplus.” If this is what the bus accomplished as a mobile
workshop, what does this utopian surplus mean when
we return to the world we were already in, whirling dizzyingly around the onslaught on the people of Gaza.
What critical import do we transfer to the world we
never left?

“We write and make work, in the best of times, in order
to communicate something to another we do not know
and perhaps never will.”
When the bus was a space of introspection, it was
also for some a stage with a captive audience. I did
have my drama queen moments, let it be said. The
work of race and racism in these moments of testimonial overflow was in many ways fraught, and I cannot
quite understand it. Some very interesting people did
not share their words and tears as many of us did, perhaps too easily. Were we performing our Plan B, the
university that listens to us, the institutions that nurture us? Even in moments of performance overload,
including performances of silence, questions of race
tugged at the ruse of an interior, of a discomfort with
what Achille, again, called “the affective infrastructure
which conditions our ways of seeing and relating.”
One thing that stays with me as I get off the bus
is Achille’s response to a very pointed critique by
Françoise Verges on the place of capital, technology
and masculine domination in his account of our precariousness-as-species in the Anthropocene. While
delicately side-stepping this, I was struck by his call to
embrace the possibility of estrangement. This embracing is of course double-edged and contradictory, and
as Françoise returned to throughout her formal and
informal comments, it turns us back to some of the
well worn tools of our past, of critiques of our brutal
pasts, of slavery and capital, masculinity, militarism
and the afterlives of imperialism. We cannot all be
Afrofuturists, or poets, or musicians, and indeed the
bus is powerfully symbolic of the politics of coalition,
of the collective praxis that might make music of our
shared estrangement with settled modes of critique.
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In another footnote in my notes from Achille’s talk
(which I paraphrase again) he asks for a reopening of
the question of life, confined to lines of blood and descent, and an opening to a future in which life is understood as emergence. I scrawl, with Angela Davis in
view, “what is ‘prison abolition’ in general?”
How do we transit through our varied palimpsests,
once we get off the bus, to think of this question along
many fronts of antiracism. With Ruha Benjamin’s political critique of genomics in mind, I pressed David
Theo Goldberg on why he insisted in his talk that ‘antiracialism’ relies on biopolitics, while ‘antiracism’
is always activist; I asked why we cannot imagine an
antiracist biopolitics aimed precisely at securing the
infrastructure for revolt, perhaps for “prison abolition
in general.” Every movement needs its infrastructure,
and its construction workers, a point I tried to make,
with respect to a modest antiapartheid activist in our
midst, Helen Douglas.
What I took from many talks, from Siba Grovogui
as well as from fleeting conversations with Josslyn
Luckett, Gabeba Baderoon, Sasha White and Zen
Marie, was what Siba so wonderfully called the project
to “reimagine the archives of the next commonwealth.”
We do this, always, in all our ways of collecting all that
remains neglected and marginal, and also in our ways
of revisiting that which we think we know. I hear in
the soulful voice of Roberta Estrela D’Alva exactly
this archival project, just as I felt it the “ritual” for the
drowned put together on the hoof by Françoise Verges.
I offer the notion of damaged critique, of those marginal or fragmentary pieces drawn too easily into collections that confirm popular prejudice of gangs and
urban decay, or sexual degeneracy and illicit desire,
or indeed of super-exploitation and devaluation to the
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point of ‘social death.’ Might we not also find in these
archival fragments what Siba called the “common places” which re-imagine the human? I find this a powerful
way to revisit my own archival practice and its search
for “anticipatory critique” that is not easily read because it has not yet found ‘coherent’ voice. And yet we
know it might, from music that comes from elsewhere.
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JWTC FRAGMENTS
Roberta Estrela D’Alva
Actress-MC, activist, director, singer, slammer,
researcher and spoken word artist
FRAGMENT 5
What really matters
my gratitude for all that is gone, and still is about to
come
that opened new spaces in my mind
that opened new spaces in my heart
that gave me so much treasures
and gave me the opportunity to share it
in the end, that is still the beginning,
we’ve learned a little bit more about ourselves,
about this crazy world,
about how and who, about when...
about revolution, hate, struggle and faith
about love
(the only thing that really matters.)
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